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The small, eastern North Carolina town of Shallotte (pronounced: Shull-oat) is about 
halfway between Wilmington and Myrtle Beach off Highway 17. It serves as the designated 
passerby town for those wanting to get to the lesser-known Brunswick County beaches of Ocean 
Isle and Sunset. It’s not quite coastal—you still have to drive another fifteen minutes to get to an 
actual beach, but the Shallotte River and the Intracoastal Waterway run through and around it.  
It’s a town of trailer parks and vacation home mansions, of equal parts tattoo parlors and 
Protestant churches, of golf courses and shrimp stands. In the summer, it’s the town where the 
Northeastern beachgoers retreat to get an emergency bathing suit at the Walmart or see a movie 
when it rains. No one stays here, but you can’t really avoid it if you visit Brunswick County. 
People from all over the eastern seaboard flow through Shallotte every summer, but few from 
Shallotte seem to flow out.  
An only child, I spent every summer since I was fourteen living and working at many 
restaurants in Brunswick County and Shallotte. My parents, who own their own business, would 
work from home, make friends with the vacationers, the retirees, the golfing community at the 
clubhouse. I met and worked alongside the locals. Without any friends in the community, I 
became a careful observer. I fell equal parts in love with and in hate with the town. In many 
ways, I feel as though I came to know Shallotte better than my actual hometown of Raleigh. I 
found myself more comfortable describing it than the suburbia of the middle of North Carolina. 
There’s something poetic in the way a town near the ocean can feel so landlocked, the way 
people call out to each other from different tables across the local dive restaurant, the way people 
have remembered my name long after I stopped working alongside them.  




Photograph: Sissy on the Porch, June, 2017  
  
My grandmother sips on Evan Williams from a dimpled glass and says, “Sure feels like 
it’s gon’ rain,” and I answer, “It does, doesn’t it?”  
 She could afford better whiskey, and she could afford a bigger house. But she likes the 
acidity of the cheap stuff and the way her house creaks when she walks on the forty-year-old 
floorboards. She likes porch-sitting and gnawing on the bones of fried chicken. My grandmother 
pours me a little more of her liquid poison without me asking. There’s a sunset tonight that paints 
the section of sky just over the river orange. The air hums with cicadas, and my ears are getting 
warm from my grandmother’s refills.  
 It’s my ritual to come here every summer, at least for a few days, to escape the concrete 
cocoon of heat that DC becomes in August. I pack my personal camera and leave my 
professional equipment at home. Though Sissy looks for my photographs in her weekly 
subscription to The Washington Post, she doesn’t like when I bring work down for these visits. 
So, I leave my things behind. I take I-95 straight down and then turn east, to the coast, where my 
grandmother has been pulling out the sofa bed and making gallons of tea.  
 “Gotta have tea, Shannon,” she tells me, when I poke fun at her stash. “It makes the 
whiskey go down easier.” She winks at me. We are like old friends.  
 I don’t call her grandmother. I call her Sissy, like everyone else does.  
 “It sounds like sassy, and that’s why I like it,” she’ll joke after a few. She’s come to love 
the North Carolina coast, but there’s nothing that will take out her long slurs of the Mississippi 
vowel, the pauses that only seem natural to a native, and the way every statement must be 




 Inside, the house is full of memories. At the center of the dining room is a portrait of my 
grandfather, Lionel. It’s large and imposing. He looks like me, or I look like him. You can’t find 
a picture without him in this place. 
My grandmother’s house would have had an elegant style back in the 70s, when the 
house was first built. They bought the property for a vacation home, but Sissy has moved into it 
full-time since Lionel’s passing five years ago.  
The whole place smells like saltwater from the river just twenty feet outside her door. 
The tile in the kitchen is starting to pick and rust. In her room and mine, she has the walls lined 
with pictures from when LSU won a football championship or when the Houston Astros had an 
especially good year. On the nightstand sit pictures of my grandfather and their children. My 
father was Lionel and Sissy’s eldest son.  
 My grandfather’s life is thoroughly documented in this place. It looks like a museum, 
with all the photographs. He has his arm around a son’s shoulder or he’s playing catch outside, 
the river to his back. I wonder where the pictures of Sissy are. I think, maybe, I became a 
photographer because of her. Always behind the camera, never the subject.  
 I usually feel nostalgic when I walk into her home. I remember being ten and coming to 
Sissy’s vacation spot. I would spend my days outside, playing with my older cousins. They 
would help me drill holes into oyster shells and make long heavy bracelets. Sissy’s TV still has 
antennas like it did back then, and her stove still requires a lighter to start. Those days seem so 
far away now, and I feel much older than I expected to at thirty.   
 When I arrived today, I wanted to cry, but I only let a single tear escape. The air, even in 




 When I left my DC apartment, I told my roommate Myra, “Maybe I just won’t come 
back.”  
 She laughed at me and said something about how I loved my job too much and loved 
living with her too much to ever really leave.  
She isn’t wrong. I will return.  
 I wanted to tell her then what I think happened a month ago, but then again, I don’t think 
I know what I think. All I have are blurred memories of dinner with a man I hardly knew. It was 
a blind date, a guy that Myra had set me up with. Two glasses of wine and then, all of a sudden, I 
woke up naked on the bed, my bed, at 10 in the morning. My date was gone.  
 “Sounds like you had a fun night,” Myra told me when I came out of my room to use the 
bathroom. “Hungover, I’m guessing?”  
She was making eggs and the smell made my stomach churn. I vomited in the toilet and 
wondered if I’d had more wine than I thought. There was a condom wrapper beside my bed that I 
didn’t recognize, and my face was smeared with mascara. I placed my fingers down my 
underwear and inside myself—I was sore. I thought, I am thirty years old. I thought I had passed 
the threshold for becoming a statistic. 
 I am a notorious drunken flirt and even more notorious among my friends for sleeping 
with men on the first date. But I remembered thinking over dinner, Not this one, somewhere 
between glass one and two. I wondered if anyone would believe that I had actually chosen to turn 
this one down—he was much better looking and much more successful than my normal fare. 
Yet, there was something about the way he spoke, something that I can no longer capture in my 




 I wanted to ask Myra why she didn’t stop him, why she didn’t see me stumble home and 
question what was going on. That morning though, she acted as though nothing had happened, 
and I was in a rush to get to an assignment out on the National Mall. I bought Plan B at the drug 
store on my way to the shoot, and my date never contacted me again.   
  
On the porch with Sissy, I can see that there is a storm in the distance. I grab my camera from 
my side. Sissy watches me with sly side eye. “You point that camera towards me, and I’ll kill 
you myself, Shannon,” she hisses. “No reason to take photos of me. I’ll be right here. Take a 
mental picture.”  
 “The hell is a mental picture?” I ask.  
 “When I was your age, we didn’t have none of these cameras around.” She tuts, “Taking 
pictures of women on their own porch.”  
 “That’s not even a good lie, Sissy,” I say. She’s fighting a smile. A single raindrop 
splatters against the porch railing.  
 “I sure wish Lionel was here,” she says, taking a sip from her glass. “He loved him an 
afternoon just like this one.”  
Sometimes I forget that Lionel is dead. Everyone talks about him so much, it feels like he 
gets reincarnated every day. Sissy seems to take it upon herself to rewrite his oral biography 
whenever I pick up the phone or come down here for a visit. It’s been a five-year funeral for her, 
but otherwise, she’s doing just fine. She’s got this house on the Shallotte River, and she makes 
bacon every other morning and biscuits for most dinners. If her cheap satellite dish can catch the 




every RBI and pitching percentage. She can tell you how many professional teams each player 
has been to and where they played college ball.  
 Today, though, is the Astro’s day off, so we watch the boats go by instead. I’m grateful 
for it. The silence has been something I recently feared, but nothing is really silent out here. 
Everything seems to hum on the water.  
 “Big city like to drown you up there, huh?” Sissy asks. She’s wearing a flamingo 
pendant. They are her favorite bird.  
 I nod. “Sometimes, I think it will. What made you say that?” I can feel my right hand 
begin to shake against the arm rest.  
 “There’s something different about you this week,” she says it like a question, but she 
doesn’t look to me to reply. “There’s nothing more therapeutic than being down here.”  
 “I certainly needed it,” I say. I can feel my voice slip into a familiar drawl when I’m 
around her, quicker than I expect it to every time.  
 Sissy is a tall woman with broad shoulders and long fingers that curl over the edge of her 
chair’s handles like a question mark. She spreads her legs wide in her slacks and slumps in the 
chair. I think she looks regal in her casualness.  
 “Yep,” she sighs. “I needed something like this when I left Mississippi, you know?” I try 
not to look surprised when she brings up her home state. She’s rocking and looking straight at 
the last bit of day slipping beneath the water line. I wave to a pontoon boat with bikini women 
and beer-bellied men. They’re playing reggae loudly.  
 Sissy never talks about her past much at all. She lets the story of her life—beginning and 




spend enough time with her to hear the three-fingers-of-whiskey stories. The stories from when 
there was no Lionel to mention.  
 I fear the words as I say them, “You mean like before you met Lionel?”  
 She laughs and rocks harder. “Before for sure, but you know, Lionel didn’t fix 
everything. Still had a son that’s not his walking down the aisle at our wedding.” She hiccups. 
She must be getting drunk.  
 Sissy’s never told me much herself, but I parceled the story together throughout the years. 
There was a pregnancy, followed by a bad marriage, followed by a bad divorce. Sissy’s father 
nearly kicked her out but didn’t, in the end. She married Lionel, and somehow, they managed to 
make a successful life.  
One time, in my ritual visit years ago, the three-fingers of whiskey set in. She said to me, 
“You know, it wasn’t like I chose to be a single mother. It wasn’t like I had any say the matter.” 
That was all I could get out of her, though, and she never brought it up again. 
 I turn to her, eager for her dredge up the past. “Sissy, what did you mean—when you said 
it wasn’t your choice?”  
 She shook her head. “I didn’t say nothing like that.”  
 “All those years ago, when you mentioned Mississippi? You said something about it not 
being your choice?”  
 I can see her eyes watering. She shakes her head and hiccups again. “I don’t want to talk 
about that.” It’s clear that she has begun to slur her words. I get up to grab her a glass of water. I 
can tell she’s not feeling so well. She takes a gulp from her glass, and I regret that I’ve asked 




 When I return, she swaps her whiskey glass for water. “Days like this,” she starts like we 
didn’t have a conversation ongoing before, “makes me want to make etoufee. The kind with real 
butter, you know? The kind that stains your plate. They don’t sell crawfish up here ever, you 
know? What they do sell, it isn’t meaty enough.” Normally I think her taste in Cajun food is too 
particular, but on this, I think she is right.  
 She keeps talking about, in her youth, driving to Louisiana to get crawfish and how badly 
she wishes she could just be in a real Cajun restaurant right now, eating fish from the river 
outside her window. I fold one of my legs over the other. Her drunken, repetitive speech is 
becoming trance-like. I can’t stop thinking about how I have to sleep in my own bed in the city 
in a few days. I crave the sleep that the musty sofa bed here gives me. It’s too lumpy and 
uncomfortable for me to ever slip into deep sleep. Here, I’m always aware.  
My eyes are misty as the rain comes down harder. “Sissy…,” I interrupt her ramblings. 
She stops suddenly and looks at me. 
I can see the worry etched into her face from the corner of my eye, but I won’t look at 
her. “You okay, Shannon?” she asks.  
I clench my jaw. The smell of the salty air is starting to irritate me. “I’m just sick of 
hearing about the damn crawfish every time I come up here, okay? I’m just going to order us a 
pizza. You’re too drunk to cook anyway.” She appears stunned but says nothing. I have never 
seen Sissy surprised before. I begin to collect our glassware in a bundle close to my chest. 
“You’d burn this dump down if you tried to light a stove.”  
I go inside and order a pizza—her favorite, pineapple and bacon. I think it’s gross, but 




has slowed, and she sits a little straighter. I can see her from the window in front of the kitchen 
sink. It would be a beautiful picture to take, if she’d ever let me.  
For the past month, I have drowned myself in pictures. My boss tells me that I’m doing 
my best work. I take my camera with me like a second eye. I capture the people across the street, 
the different shoes lined up side-by-side on the floor of the Metro, a tourist family on the 
National Mall. They can’t see me, and maybe I shouldn’t be photographing them, but I ache to. I 
capture them so that, for a moment, I can be them.  
Sissy looks so beautiful in this moment. Her water is perched perfectly at the end of her 
armrest, and her long hair slips between the back slits of her chair in fraying ends.  
I move towards my sofa bed where I sit. My date’s name was Evan. I washed my sheets 
three times that week before I could ever truly sleep, and even then, sleep felt like another 
surrender—unconscious and forced. 
My fingers itch to clutch the camera beside me. I pull the sheet over the lens. It’s begging 
me to question, but I’ve asked enough of her tonight.  
 
We eat in silence, still on the porch, the paper plates warm against our laps. Sissy doesn’t say a 
word, and I realize that this is the silence that I’ve feared. In DC, everything sounds like a 
screech; in Shallotte, everything sounds like an echo. There is pizza grease around my lips, and 
part of me just wants to give myself to the river. Let it wash and carry me where it will. Place me 
in the ocean.  
 After she’s done, I throw away the paper plates and wrap up the leftover pizza in tinfoil. 
Sissy will eat it for lunch. When I look out the window again, she’s standing. Her towering, slim 




silhouette than a woman—the moon lights everything around her except her. Her hair is so thin it 
seems more like smoke, and if I were to reach out and touch her, I have the strangest notion I 
wouldn’t be able to feel anything.   
 Somewhere, down the river, a band plays blues. She hums along, between puffs, to a 
song that she seems to be remembering—her words cutting in and out.  
 I carefully tread back to my sofa bed and grab my camera, hoping Sissy will be in the 
same place when I return. She is, so I take it—the picture of her. I barely have time to focus the 
lens before I press the shutter.  
 I expect Sissy to scold me. She’s stopped humming to the music, and her body gets stiff. 
Her hands are splayed wide against the railing of the porch. Her walker is beside her. Both she 
and I forget that she’s supposed to use it. I glance at the image I’ve captured. She looks 
otherworldly.  
 I hear my tears before I feel them against my cheeks. They seem to come from some 
other part of me, an echo of which I can’t find the source.  
 She turns to me, having heard my sobs. She gives me a soft smile and nods, as though she 
knew I would come to this some time tonight.  
 “You know something?” she asks. My camera feels hot in my hands. “I don’t think I have 














 Listen, the truth is, I wouldn’t have had to tell the stupid lie in the first place if Mrs. 
Greenblossom hadn’t called me over the other week at recess to tell me I couldn’t play tackle 
football with my guy friends anymore. And Mrs. Greenblossom wouldn’t have told me I couldn’t 
play tackle football if I hadn’t been the only girl in the fourth grade to have to get a training bra. 
When my mom took me shopping, she even apologized. She said, “I’m sorry, Becca. You’re just 
an early bloomer like your mom.” I still haven’t decided if I’ll forgive her.  
 The point is, I wouldn’t have had to lie if I didn’t have to find new friends to play with on 
the playground, and I wouldn’t have had to find new friends on the playground if people in 
school would just let me play football with my new (hardly visible) boobs.  
 After all, I’m really good at it—football, that is. I’m especially good at playing wide 
receiver, especially for a girl. My friend Will who plays quarterback? He told me a couple of 
days ago that he really missed throwing to me, and I thought, Wow, that’s nice and all, but why 
don’t you tell that to Mrs. Greenblossom and see if she’ll change her mind? I didn’t say that 
though because Will is the cutest boy in the fourth grade, and he doesn’t like to talk to Mrs. 
Greenblossom any more than I do.  
 Before I had to stop playing football, Will and I would call her Mrs. Greenbottom. 
“Cause her butt’s gone rotten,” I’d say, and he would laugh till he said his stomach was gonna 
burst. Will and I only saw each other during class though, and we couldn’t cut up like that when 
Mrs. Greenblossom was teaching. It really stinks too, because I really like talking to him and 




football, Will would tell me that they were just jealous that I could play safety and wide receiver 
better than they could. Will has green eyes and a real good arm.  
 Anyway, because I couldn’t hang out with Will and his friends and play football, I’d been 
trying my best to get myself into Shirley Jenkins’ group. She’s got her an all-girl group. They 
wear lip gloss that makes their mouths look like they’re glued together. Shirley still reapplies that 
gunk every day after recess and before class. She and her friends like to wear teeny little shorts 
that get them sent to the principal’s office once every two weeks, and their moms always bring 
really fancy birthday cupcakes to our class from the baker on Main Street that my mom says cost 
“an arm and a leg”. Whatever that means.  
 My mom makes my birthday cakes, and Shirley Jenkins and her friends have refused to 
eat them for the past two years.  
 I don’t really know why I wanted to be friends with them in the first place. I guess it’s 
because I couldn’t think of another group that I’d join. We only have four classes in the whole 
grade, and Mrs. Greenblossom’s class has 25 kids.  
So, I didn’t have much to choose from. The whole playground is cut up into sections. 
Beside the monkey bars are the gymnasts, and at the picnic tables are the nerds who play 
Pokémon. In the big open field, that’s where the boys play football, and in the tunnel of the 
playground castle, there are the boys and girls that like to kiss each other when they think no one 
is looking at their shadows. I don’t really think I’m ready to be kissing anyone, and I can’t play 
football anymore. I don’t own any Pokémon cards, and two years ago, my mom was told by my 




But Shirley Jenkins’ square? They just kind of sit in the corner beside the gate and talk all 
recess period. I thought I could do that. Mrs. Greenblossom wouldn’t tell me that I couldn’t do 
that.  
Except, Shirley Jenkins wouldn’t let me hang out with her and her friends. The first time 
I went up to her, the day after Mrs. Greenblossom told me my “breasts were becoming too 
womanly for football with the boys,” Shirley Jenkins said, “No, you can’t hang out with us. 
You’re a tomboy.”  
“A tomboy?” I asked. I could see the field where Will was playing football. He’d stopped 
and looked at me. I wondered if he thought I was a tomboy or, if I was, if he thought that was 
cool. But Billy, the center, hiked the football to him, so he wasn’t looking at me anymore, and it 
was just me, Shirley Jenkins, and her crew.  
“Yeah,” Shirley said. “Like a dike. That’s what my mom said you were gonna turn out to 
be when you grow up. A regular old dike.”  
I didn’t know what a dike was, but I knew that if Mrs. Jenkins was calling me that it 
probably couldn’t be a good thing. Mrs. Jenkins had never been nice to my mom, and a lot of 
times, Mom would apologize for how she talked about Mrs. Jenkins around me. One time, I 
overheard my mom telling my dad that she was a witch.  
I couldn’t call Mrs. Jenkins what my mom called her to Shirley’s face or else my mom 
would kill me, but I didn’t really know what to say. So, I walked away and sweated out the rest 
of recess in the fieldhouse bathroom and picked dirt out of my fingernails.  
Mom could tell I was upset when I got home that day.  




She asked me, “How in the world did you hear that word, Becca?” So, I told her who I 
heard it from and how.  
She said she was going to talk to Mrs. Jenkins, and before I could get to listen in on what 
my mom said to the woman called “witch” who called me “dike”, my dad was shuffling me into 
his car with the promises of ice cream. He pretended like he wasn’t just taking me out for a treat 
so that I wouldn’t hear my mom yelling at another mother. He kept asking me if I was okay, and 
I said yes, because I was.  
I was okay because I didn’t really know what I had been called, and I didn’t know all that 
that word meant, and because Dad got me a double scoop instead of a single.  
At first, it didn’t bother me that much—what Shirley said, but she started telling everyone 
in school that I was a dike. I was sitting in class the next day, and I heard her call me that to 
Tony who sat next to Will, so Will heard. My face got all hot. I made a pillow with my arms and 
rested my head there so I wouldn’t have to look at Will while he listened to people name-calling 
me.  
I wouldn’t have had to lie if Shirley Jenkins had just shut up and not said that word 
around Will, and I certainly wouldn’t have lied if my mom hadn’t said to me: “Listen, Becca, 
you’ve still got to be nice to Shirley Jenkins, because she and her mom are having a really hard 
time at home right now.”  
I asked her, “What kind of hard time?”  
My dad was sitting in his La-Z-Boy with his head in his hands and this tired look on his 





My mom told me, “Shirley doesn’t have a dad like you’ve got. He’s not very nice to her 
or to Mrs. Jenkins, but you can’t tell anyone this, okay? It’s a family secret.” She made the secret 
sound so important that I swore to myself not to ever go telling anyone that Mr. Jenkins was not 
a nice man.  
I especially knew the secret was a big deal because my mom kept asking me: “What are 
we not going to talk about with other people?”  
And I’d answer: “Shirley Jenkins’ dad and how he’s not nice.”  
One time, I asked her a question back. “But what if Shirley Jenkins brings it up?” I only 
asked it just because I was curious, not because I thought Shirley would ever talk to me about her 
dad.  
My mom said, “Well, then. You just say nice things and pretend like you don’t know 
anything about him.”  
I didn’t really know anything, though. That was the thing. I didn’t know if Mr. Jenkins 
was not nice like Shirley’s not nice or like Mrs. Greenblossom is not nice or like some TV villain 
is not nice. I just knew that I wasn’t supposed to say the words “not nice” when I said his name.  
“So I lie?”  
My mom sighed. “No, not lying. Just not saying certain things.”  
My dad chimed in, “You get really good at that when you’re older, Becks. This is good 
practice.” My mom rolled her eyes, but she didn’t say anything against what he said, so I guess 
she kind of agreed with him.  
“Why don’t you give Shirley another chance?” my mom said the day before I told my lie. 
“Maybe she’ll be nicer.”  




I don’t know why she thought Shirley Jenkins would change, and I don’t know why I 
listened to her. I guess I thought maybe Mrs. Jenkins would have talked Shirley into giving me a 
chance just like my mom had done with me.  
I bundled up all my courage at recess that day, so that when I got up to Shirley, I could 
say loud and clear to her and her friends: “Hey, I can’t play football no more, but I’d really like it 
if I could spend recess with you guys.” Mom and I had practiced those words on the way to 
school. They were like my lines in a play. Mom acted like she was sure it was the perfect 
sentence that would make Shirley Jenkins stop being such a witch to me.  
“And don’t call her a witch,” my mom scolded after I called Shirley that in the car that 
morning.  
Anyway, I said my lines just like my mom and I rehearsed, and Shirley just looked at me. 
All of her friends standing around her had ponytails on top of their heads. It was their hairdo of 
the week. They matched them every time. I didn’t think scrunchies were very cute, and I didn’t 
really know if my hair was long enough to do all the crazy things their hair did. But scrunchies 
and growing out your hair would sure beat sitting alone in the fieldhouse bathroom every day for 
the rest of elementary school.  
I could tell I smelled like grass, because the fieldhouse bathroom smells like grass, and I 
could see Will playing football with my old friends. This time he didn’t look at me, even though 
I knew he’d seen me watching at him. I hated Shirley. Because of her, Will thought that I was a 
regular ol’ dike.  
Shirley and her group smelled like that new scent from Claire’s. There are four girls total, 




I would have never told a lie if Shirley didn’t say what she said in that moment: “You’re 
not going to be able to play with us, you stupid dike.” I still didn’t know what that word meant, 
but she said it so loudly and with this really big, nasty smile. I thought, I’m going to tell everyone 
about you and your not nice dad, Shirley Jenkins.  
But I couldn’t, because I’d been sworn to secrecy. Mom said that if I tell one person, 
everyone in Shallotte is gonna know, and then it’s gonna cause a big scene. So, to stop myself 
from telling the big truth, I told the big lie.  
I said, “Shirley, I’m having a real hard time at home. You should just give me a chance.” 
I said it because that’s basically what my mom told me to say to Shirley.  
Then Shirley went, “A real hard time at home?”  
And I said, “Yeah, my dad’s not nice.” I said it because I couldn’t really think up another 
reason for me to be having that “real hard time at home” on the spot, so I stole Shirley’s reason. 
When I said it, I thought about my dad and the ice cream he bought me and the Saturdays we 
spend at the basketball court, and I swear, I felt something awful in my stomach. I had already 
said it though, and I couldn’t just as quickly take it back.  
“Your dad is not nice? Your dad?” Shirley Jenkins had this face like she was not going to 
believe me. I didn’t really blame her. Dad’s a really good person, and everyone in Shallotte 
knows it.  
I said, “Well he’s nice to me, and he doesn’t say anything mean to me or my mom.”  
One of Shirley’s square, Marcia, went, “Well, then what do you mean that he’s mean to 
you?”  
It came out faster than I meant it to, and I don’t really know what made me think it, but I 




dad got himself another wife, too, but I’ve never met her. My mom doesn’t know about it, but, 
him being sort of my brother, I get to play with Henry sometimes.”  
I’m not saying I should have lied, but their faces fell open into this shocked look. If just 
for a minute, my lie made Shirley Jenkins not know what to say.  
This was my prize—that I had gotten Shirley Jenkins and her square to shut up.   
I was happy for a minute, watching them react, but Shirley Jenkins knew how to make 
me sad. She took the news to two places—the boys’ football field and Mrs. Greenblossom. Her 
square followed her wherever she went. I thought to stop her, but what was I gonna say? Hey 
Shirley! Please keep my secret? But what was the point? I already knew Shirley couldn’t keep 
her mouth shut.  
So instead, my lie spread out from Shirley’s mouth to the whole school. I watched as she 
gathered the boys around her and whispered to them. I saw all the boys laugh and gasp. All 
except Will, who just got this confused, sad look on his face and walked away. He didn’t laugh, 
but he didn’t look at me either.  
I ran to the fieldhouse bathroom and wondered if I was gonna have to live there for the 
rest of elementary school.  
When the bell rang, I didn’t come out for class. Apparently, Mrs. Greenblossom had been 
looking for me all recess. I made a dress out of toilet paper. No one came in and bothered me. By 
the time I heard the kids coming out for carpool, I decided it was time to find my mom’s car and 
just go home. I kept my head down and just looked for the golden minivan and my mom’s 
specific car stickers. I heard the snickers, but no one said anything to me.   





Even the car’s engine sounded angry. My mom said, “Rebecca, can you explain to me 
why I got a call from Mrs. Greenblossom telling me that you told kids that your dad has a family 
with five children and two wives in Southport?”  
I didn’t know what to say. That wasn’t even the lie that I told. I thought to tell her that, 
but my mom’s face was all clenched. I knew I couldn’t have said anything that would have made 
her less mad, so I stayed silent.  
“Your dad was out with a banker, and Julie, his boss, Becca, Julie your father’s boss. She 
wouldn’t even shake his hand when he got up to say hello to her.” It was my mom’s turn to leave 
the carpool line, and the way she was driving, I was certain we were gonna get into an accident 
before we got home. I thought that would maybe not be the worst thing to happen today.  
I hoped my mom might be done scolding me, but she just kept on going. “And then, I’m 
just trying to get our family something to cook for dinner, and who do I see but Sasha Jenkins 
and her yoga squad in the Piggly Wiggly, whispering and gossiping and laughing at me like I’m 
in some kind of cult. And then I catch it—what they said. They say, that your daddy used to have 
a family but he murdered them and they’re buried behind the Fishy Fish restaurant in Southport.” 
She said every word like she was chewing on gum. “I can’t even pick up some goddamn 
zucchini because of your stunt, Becca.”  
I had never heard my mom cuss before, but it made the tears come to my eyes the minute 
it left her lips. I folded my hands in my lap, and I thought, if this is what my mom thinks of me, I 
wonder what Will thinks.  
“I just don’t know what we did as parents to deserve this.” She almost ran a red light. 
“What made you think of something as horrible as that? Do you want your dad to go to jail? Do 




I shook my head. “I just wanna play football.” I didn’t think the words before I said them.  
“Well then. You’re more selfish than I thought.”  
“You weren’t nice either. You told me to talk to Shirley Jenkins and she’s not nice, and 
you should have known because her mom’s not nice. She made Will hate me, and now I have no 
friends.” She took a turn, and for the first time all drive, I didn’t feel like I was going to fly out of 
my seat.  
“You don’t believe any of that crap you said about your dad,” she almost whispered.  
“I don’t know why I said it,” I stammered. But I did know why I lied. I just told you why 
I told that lie, but I think that’s what my mom needed to hear in order to stop being so furious.  
 In the end, she and dad forgave me after some serious grounding. I had to tell the whole 
class that I made the entire thing up, and my mom joked about putting a statement in the 
Shallotte Daily Mail so that people would stop whispering about her in grocery stores. 
I don’t want you to think I don’t regret telling the lie, but I don’t necessary not regret it. 
You see, Mrs. Greenblossom got so worried about me lying out of spite because I couldn’t play 
football that I think she thought that I might start lying about her, so she let me play with the 
boys again. Eventually Shallotte realized there was no family buried behind the Fishy Fish in 
Southport and that my dad worked too much to have time for a whole other family.  
Shirley Jenkins and her square still called me a dike and a liar, but I was also picked first 
every recess for wide receiver and my dad still played basketball with me every Saturday and 
bought me ice cream. So, if getting back on the team is why I told a lie, I don’t know if it was 








If you drive far enough down Highway 17, where the road gets even flatter and the signs 
for the outlet malls get bigger, you’ll see a couple of bouquets of flowers, lined right along the 
North Carolina/South Carolina border. If you have business in Myrtle Beach, you’ll pass it every 
time.  
 They found her there, just beyond the line of pine trees. Police said there was so much 
blood pooled and dried around her, they had to scrape her off the pine needles.  
 “Raped,” they’ll tell you. “Certainly is awful.” Like the murder isn’t awful enough.  
 They don’t know why she was heading south. People in town cried, spoke of the times 
she came into their shop, the class project they had with her, the church pew they shared, and 
they prayed—for her and for the family. It felt almost ritualistic. She smiled more in people’s 
memories; the teachers said she was a better student than the report cards indicated; the preacher 
said she was more devout than she actually was.  
 And when the town sobered up from their high on communal grief, they said, “Oh, man, 
sure is a shame about that Davis girl. Certainly is awful. Don’t know what she was thinking, 
driving by herself on that road in the middle of the night like that.”  
 Then the details came in, like some strange musical canon. People started repeating them 
everywhere—over dinner at Jerome’s, in the hardware store, at the Piggly Wiggly. In those days, 
you’d see people carry around newspapers for conversation starters. Headlines said: “The Rape, 
Evisceration, and Murder of a Shallotte Woman.” Her name would appear for the first time three 




 The Shallotte papers went on sale those weeks. 50 cents a pop to hear the news. The 
paper sold more copies than they had in months. One guy got hired by the Chicago Sun Times 
after his three-part interview with the grandmother got re-published in the News and Observer 
out of Raleigh.  
 And somewhere in the midst of all the articles and questions of whodunnit, someone 
would ask, “How are you coping with all of this?” or “How’s that boyfriend she had been 
holding up?” or “Has anyone seen Mrs. Davis around since the funeral? Should we take her a 
casserole?” 
 You’d get a pause. You’d see a man or a woman pull the newspaper blinds down from 
his or her face and not know what to say.  
 If you drive long enough down Highway 17, you’ll get to Florida. Hundreds of miles 
after you pass her roadside memorial. The road snakes alongside the Intracoastal, mapping the 
boundaries of the American land and sea. You can take it all the way down and all the way up.  
 They never found out where she was going in the middle of the night, on that road, all by 
herself. She was probably out to get some fireworks, officials had speculated. It was about to be 
July 4th—the week she died. But they’d never really know.  
 Sometimes, you think, she might have had an image of Key West when she took off, the 
border of another state just in sight. The South Carolina welcome sign three feet away from 
where she bled. She was after Key West or Charleston, or maybe, just sparks in the sky. 
Homegrown stars—red, white, and blue. Ones that she could take back home, back to Shallotte, 








 Kendra waited to walk on stage until her husband said, “Behold, a virgin shall conceive 
and give birth to a son!” She held a doll to her chest and had a veil covering half her face that 
caused her cheeks to itch so much she thought she’d go mad. When she sat at the manger scene, 
the spotlight shined on her face; the fake hay dug into her thighs. It was the sixteenth annual 
nativity play for the Shallotte Community Presbyterian Church, and the inaugural year that 
Kendra would play the role of Mary with the knowledge that she was barren.  
 The audience watched her. Thomas had sworn not to tell anyone, but she still felt as 
though they knew. They watched her as if they could tell she was an imposter. The doctors had 
told her as much a month ago.  
 She’d grown up in this church. Most of the young mothers here were her classmates in 
high school, most of the elders her teachers. She felt their eyes on her, like she did when she 
moved back home after four years away at UNC-Wilmington. She hadn’t gone to church, not 
once, the whole time she was there. Even during the summers when she’d return to Shallotte to 
work as a cashier at the Tsunami Surf Shop, she’d ignore her mother’s pleas for her to join them 
on Sunday mornings. When she’d run into the churchgoers in the supermarket, they’d smile in a 
way that made her feel like they knew what she did on the weekends—like they could smell the 
liquor she’d drank or see the hickeys from that nameless boy along her collarbone.  
 And now they were all here, and she was the holy mother. Thomas hadn’t even suggested 
that she should resign her post this year. He didn’t even ask, but to be fair, he hadn’t asked her 
much of anything since the news. He stood next to her as Joseph, his staff crooked over her head 




girls scratched under their Magi beards, and Kendra wished she could be like them and scratch 
her own cheek. She placed her baby in the manger on cue and put her hands over her chest. 
Thomas said that Mary had pondered all these things in her heart. His voice boomed over the 
fellowship hall. The congregation finished their “Happy Birthday, Jesus” cake.  
 Kendra had come back to the church after she graduated with a library science degree. 
When she arrived, she was told the Shallotte Public Library wasn’t hiring. Regardless, they were 
too busy filling the shelf space with beach reads to consider the books Kendra wanted to add. 
Instead of the Weltys or the Faulkners or the Conrads, the James Pattersons and the Nicholas 
Sparks all had two or three copies per publication. After a few months of unemployment, Kendra 
had guessed she’d better start praying again. So, she came back to the church and was promptly 
re-baptized in a creek off from the Shallotte River. Right where the water stilled behind the Fish 
‘n Chips Sports Bar.  
 The congregation watched from the marsh bank. Very few smiled, except for Thomas, 
who had a towel in his hand and was waiting for her when she emerged.  
 He said, “You’re very brave to be getting baptized outside in October.”  
 Kendra shivered a laugh.  
 Thomas was a few years older. He had always been the embodiment of the perfect 
Shallotte son. He’d gone to Coastal Carolina and come home on the weekends. By the time 
Kendra moved back, he was no longer the gawky high schooler she barely remembered, but 
strong and lean from frequent work with Habitat for Humanity. He wore glasses and had thick 
books that he always carried around. He was taking classes at the Brunswick County Seminary. 





 He gave her a reason to get out of her parents’ house when he asked her on a date. He 
gave her a reason to not be so lonely when her friends from college moved to Raleigh or 
Charlotte to get paying jobs and start families in three-bedroom houses.  
 When Thomas showed up to church with Kendra’s hand in his, she though the 
congregation was going to get whiplash. They looked at her then like they looked at her now. 
Kendra, sometimes, felt like she was still twenty-two—still untouchable, still not pregnant.  
 A choir of four-year-old angels told the young shepherds with cardboard sheep taped to 
their sides, “Do not be afraid.” Thomas’ eyes dimpled with a smile as one angel stumbled on 
their platform. Kendra was supposed to raise the baby Jesus doll up into the air at this cue, but 
she didn’t find that to be realistic. It was cold, and Mary would have wanted to hold the child as 
close to her chest as possible.  
 “For unto us a son is born,” Thomas said. The children who played the angels could 
never remember that line so they delegated it to Thomas instead. Normally, her husband would 
place his hand on Kendra’s shoulder or kneel to look dotingly on Mary and child at this part, but 
he remained standing. The crook of his staff still craned over her. The child portraying an ox 
took a big yawn.  
 Kendra wasn’t surprised he didn’t touch her. She didn’t even know if he could. She had 
been counting the days since the last time he had, like a prisoner.  
 Thomas gripped his staff tightly. His face only relaxed when the children began to sing 
“O Little Town of Bethlehem”. He hummed it under his breath. Kendra chose not to sing. 
Instead, she stroked the plastic cheek of the doll in the manger.  
 When the song was finished, Thomas stretched out his arms and said, “We look forward 




of our King!” A few people clapped. Most were gathering their children in costume bundles from 
the stage. One girl cried because her halo-headband was too tight.  
 Kendra folded the material around the doll and pressed her palms into its pillow chest. 
When she looked up to find Thomas, he was gone.  
 They’d driven separately. They always did nowadays. She used to stick around while he 
took care of church matters. She’d bring her computer and write down ideas for a novel or a 
home business startup. She’d work on their taxes.  
 She didn’t wait for him after church events much anymore. Sometimes, Thomas didn’t 
even tell her when he was leaving or coming home.  
 It had been like this since the doctor’s appointment a month ago. She didn’t think she 
would ever forget the day they sat in those stiff-cushioned chairs and listened to the squeaking of 
the nurses’ shoes against the linoleum floors.  
 Thomas had been shuffling his feet side to side. He was terrified a member of the church 
would find out he was there, preparing to masturbate in a room with a Playboy to gather a 
sample.  
 “What if someone finds me here?” he’d asked. “They’ll know what I have to do in that 
room, Kendra.”  
 “Just relax,” she’d told him, placing one hand on his knee. “This is for us, for our kid, 
okay? We have to do this; lots of couples have to do this.”  
 He’d managed a half-smile. They called his name first from the waiting room. She gave 
him a kiss on the cheek and told him everything would be fine. He cringed and clutched the 
sample cup like he would clutch his staff. The nurse opened the door for him, and he walked 




 She was called back not long after. She put on her gown. Her feet, bare and donned with 
chipped blue nail polish, were cold against the floor. The sterilized air sent goosebumps up her 
legs. She grazed her inner thigh and pressed her hands into her stomach. She wanted a child, if 
only to have a job to do. 
 She settled into the table and, when the doctor came in, placed her feet into the stirrups. 
She wasn’t afraid or modest during these procedures. She wasn’t, for once, ashamed.  
 Now, she felt ashamed all the time. She took off her Mary costume, her stomach tellingly 
flat, and slipped on her coat. No one had come up to her to talk like they normally did, as if they 
were following their pastor’s lead.  
Kendra looked for Thomas. He was talking to a man, James, that had just started visiting 
the church.  
 “A converted Baptist,” James had called himself with a laugh the Sunday before.  
 Kendra gathered her bag and clutched her keys. She walked up to Thomas and tapped 
him on the shoulder.  
 “I’m so sorry, James,” she said to the visitor. “I need to have a brief word with my 
husband about dinner.”  
 James shook Thomas’ hand, nodded to Kendra, and walked away. Kendra had learned 
long ago that men don’t call you nags behind your back if you pretend you’re about to prepare a 
meal.  
 Thomas crossed his arms and turned towards her. “I can just pick something up on the 
way back. I have some work I need to do before I leave.”  
 “I can get something, and we can have it together,” she said. “At home.”  




 “You don’t need to keep eating cold chicken in your office, and I know you’ll eat too 
much of that cake and make yourself sick.”  
 Thomas was still a lean man, but not like he used to be. His parents were quite the 
religious disciplinarians who took commandments as oaths. There was no sugar in their tea, no 
eating without a blessing, no night without a reading of a whole chapter of the Bible. When he 
left home, he rebelled in the form of food, a habit to which his body had yet to acclimate.  
 He was tall though, and he looked down on her. His breath smelled like coffee and icing. 
She could see the place where his chest hair cowlicked into swirling patterns that bunched at the 
edge of his collar. If he ever slept with his shirt off, she liked to ford the space between them on 
their king-sized bed and place a finger inside one of the tufts. She aimed to move the hair in 
every direction it didn’t want to go. Since the doctor’s visit, she hadn’t been able to do that.  
 He only responded with an eye roll. She took a step closer to him.  
 “Please, Thomas, come home and have dinner with me. It’s been a while.”  
 “I’ve been busy,” he said. His jaw was taut.  
 “And I’ve been alone.” Her voice was louder than she intended. Her words were crisp 
and terse.  
 Thomas stared his feet. “I’m not doing this here, not with members standing around.” 
 “Well, there are no members standing around at the house,” she said.  
Someone called to Thomas and asked if he wanted any cake to take home. He smiled and 
started towards them. Kendra wanted to hit him when he walked away from her. It wasn’t the 
first time she had felt this urge in the past month.  
 
She’d gotten the news of her barrenness over the phone. The doctor’s voice sounded stiff and 




infertility. Thomas was sipping coffee when she got the diagnosis. She watched him as she 
received the news—so unaware. The only light in their house was over the dining room table, 
where he sat. He’d finished his piece of pecan pie. Her piece was well-lit and untouched. She 
held the phone to her face long after the dial tone began to hum.  
 When she got the nerve, she hung up the phone and recited to Thomas the doctor’s 
words, cold and factual.  
 He didn’t say anything after she stopped talking. He traced the subtle patterns of the table 
cloth with his knobby fingers. She took the seat beside him, her hands shaking. She wished he 
would notice, wished he would reach out and still them.  
 He said, “I have an early day tomorrow, so I should get some rest. Maybe I’ll just stay in 
the guestroom.”  
 “Thomas, please, don’t,” but he was already halfway up the stairs.  
 She’d hated that house ever since. She didn’t like it much before the news anyway. His 
parents, insistent upon regulating their lives, had bought them the house. Kendra never 
understood what their grand gesture meant. They’d hated Kendra since the moment Thomas 
introduced her to them as his girlfriend.  
 Kendra now wondered if she had been another source of rebellion from his parents. If he 
was following the family expectations of a career in the church, maybe he could have her. The 
girl that everyone knew about. The girl with the past.  
 When he asked her to marry him, she was a year out of college, still working at the 
Tsunami Surf Shop full time. He was living off a stipend to go to seminary. She was at home 




middle of the summer. There were so many people there looking so excited. He got down on one 
knee in the most crowded stretch.  
 People she didn’t know started taking pictures, and she felt for the first time in a long 
time that she was being looked at for all the right reasons.  
 Kendra knew the truth: Thomas was proud of himself for marrying her. She was 
reformed and he was forgiving, until her past manifested itself irreversibly in her womb.  
 
She drove to their house by herself after the nativity play. When she got inside, it was so still. 
Nothing even creaked when she walked.  
 It was a modest house and a messy one. She hadn’t wanted to break the stillness when 
Thomas was there with a vacuum, and she didn’t feel the energy to clean when he wasn’t. She 
had taken to talking to herself when he was gone. Just to fill the air with something other than the 
periodic growl of the air conditioning unit or the honking of a horn off a nearby road.  
 His books were strewn everywhere. It was a habit of his that had made her fall in love 
with him. Maybe she could never have been a good librarian. She loved when he marked in his 
book or dogeared the pages or read one book so many times that the binding wore thin. She liked 
the personalization projects Thomas undertook with each book. Even with the ones that he 
borrowed.  
 Tonight, she decided she would clean. His disorganization was much less endearing in 
light of the past few weeks. She set her things down and began to organize the books that had 
been collecting on one end of the couch.  
In this process, she found his lost reading glasses under one of the cushions. She stopped 
cleaning and placed them on her face. She couldn’t see anything but blobs. Maybe she would 




He’d ask her where she found them and if he could have them back. She’d tell him he’d have to 
come and get them from her. She’d make him chase her around the room, tackle her to the 
ground. Touch her face.  
 Come and get them, she would say. Come and get me.  
 The blurriness of her vision was making her eyes water, so she placed the reading glasses 
on the kitchen table and returned to sit on the couch. Maybe, when Thomas got home, he would 
thank her for finding them.  
 She pressed a large book against her stomach, pressed as hard as she could. The living 
room felt like a tomb.  
 The night before they went to the doctor together, he was reading on this same couch. 
Something by Gassendi. He’d been telling her about the philosopher, explaining his theories of 
Biblical accommodation. He’d smiled when she rubbed her hands into his shoulders and placed 
his book on the coffee table.  
 They took off their clothes silently. When she straddled him, he kissed her neck. They 
had sex slowly, and when he came, she felt proud and full. This has to be it. If there is a God, 
he’ll make this the time we conceive, she thought.  
 Sex was where they communicated. They had waited until marriage, in spite of her 
attempts to convince him otherwise. He was gentle yet strong, and she knew they both liked the 
way they would play with the boundaries until they broke them. Kendra thought he was proud to 
be a pastor and to please his wife like this. She knew that what they did at home felt like, to 
Thomas, a glorious secret. He would make eye contact with her from the pulpit on Sunday 




 It had been three years of unprotected sex, but they hadn’t spoken of the possibility of 
children until the last six months. The idea was sparked by his parents’ insistence upon 
grandchildren. She’d overheard Thomas promising them that they weren’t using any birth 
control. He’d sworn over the phone with an aggravated sigh, “Kendra’s not like that now. She’s 
been forgiven.”  
 She wanted his child. She wanted the job of motherhood. She wanted to make her 
husband happy. Yet, she never felt disappointed when the month passed and there was blood 
against the lining of her underwear. Pregnancy was her penance to the community, an erasure of 
what everyone knew she had been.  
 Kendra placed her feet up on the coffee table. She spread them wide, like she was going 
in for a pelvic exam. She wanted a drink. She wanted something that would go straight to her 
head after all these years of sobriety.  
 She stared at the blank television, her reflection in its blackness. She watched the fuzzy 
image as she reached to touch herself for the first time since her marriage. Her legs were still 
itchy from the faux hay, and the room was too quiet to drown out her thoughts. She wished 
Thomas was here to touch her instead. He used to wake her up in the mornings before he went to 
work, two fingers pressed against her. They’d tangle themselves in the comforter.  
 Kendra couldn’t make herself feel anything, so she just sat with her fingers just under the 
waistband of her jeans. Someone drove down her road blasting a country song she had never 
heard, but the music startled her enough so that she righted herself just in time for Thomas to 
come through the door.  




 Kendra didn’t turn to look at him. “Thirty minutes ago,” she muttered. She wished that 
she had turned on the television. She could pretend to be distracted.  
 “Where’s the food?”  
 “I thought you were eating at the church. The leftovers?”  
He moved to the dining room table, which sat in front of her line of sight. The lights were 
off in that part of the room. Only the single lamp next to Kendra was on. His sharp cheekbones 
casted shadows.  
 “I thought you didn’t want me to eat at the church.” He leaned against the table, chewing 
on his lip.  
 “I’m sorry,” she whispered.  
 “I know that’s a lie.”  
 Kendra nodded. “You’re right. I’m not. You can make your own damn food. You don’t 
even really live here. I can’t predict when you’re going to choose to grace me with your presence 
anymore.”  
 “You don’t seem to want me around much anyway.”   
 “You can’t even look at me when you say that. Don’t put this on me. Whatever this is? 
It’s all you, Thomas. All you.”  
 His laugh was menacing. “Oh, Kendra, it’s all you. Even the doctors can tell you that.”  
 Kendra’s vision shifted, and it wasn’t till later that she would recognize the blurriness as 
tears. In the dark, she didn’t even recognize Thomas. The whole world could have fit in the space 
between the couch and the kitchen table.  
 “Fuck you.” She hadn’t cursed in so long and she enjoyed the word so much that she 




 Thomas snorted coldly. “My point exactly, Kendra.” He still wouldn’t look at her, even 
when he got up from the table and moved into the bedroom. The floor creaked under his weight. 
Kendra stood up and followed him.  
 The dresser mirror faced her, and she watched herself as she slipped onto the mattress. 
Thomas put away his coat jacket on his side of the closet. He started to undo his button-down, 
his belt, and the laces on his shoes. He was intent and methodical in his process. Kendra watched 
him with all the intensity of a predator watching its prey. Her head just crested over her 
husband’s shoulders in the mirror. She couldn’t stop studying the way they looked in that 
moment—the mirror capturing their portrait.  
 “Do you hate me?” she asked. She willed herself not to cry, though she could feel her 
face getting warm and her eyes starting to sting.  
 He paused and swallowed hard before he looked at her through the mirror. Kendra felt 
like she was watching a movie of herself.  
 “Thomas, I said, do you hate me?” She despised how her voice wavered.  
 “What makes you say something like that, Kendra?” He coughed on the end.  
 She unfurled her legs so that they fell loose and open. She pushed herself forwards and 
pressed her feet into the box spring. Her elbows ground into her knees. Thomas looked at her 
through the mirror, like he’d never even seen her before.  
 The bed groaned as she forced all her weight onto one end.  
 “Maybe I hate you,” she whispered, like a secret. The moment it left her lips, she wished 
the carpet would swallow her words.  




 They had gone to a movie, and he had to head back home to study for a test on Calvinist 
theology. He parked along the road, right before her parents’ driveway. Before she got out, they 
kissed over the console of his sedan. She felt like she was in high school again, fearing her 
parents coming out and catching her red-faced from the stubble of Thomas’ beard. He giggled, 
like he couldn’t believe he could kiss her. He was so perfect, the way he touched her breast, his 
hand over her sweater like a question.  
 “I love you,” she’d told him. She’d told boys that before, but she didn’t think that she had 
ever meant it until then.  
 And he’d said, “I love you, too.”  
 Recently, she had doubted if he ever meant it, and she most certainly doubted it now.  
 Her hatred sat there in the gulf between them, and he just stared at her, blank as the 
television in the living room. Her heartbeat was loud in his silence. She slipped off the bed. 
He kept a steady eye on her through the mirror as she took off her jeans. The denim was loud as 
she peeled them from her ankles. 
“What are you doing?” he asked. He looked tired. 
Their eyes were locked, and she refused to speak as she unbuttoned her blouse, 
eventually letting it fall to the floor.  
She wore the underwear he’d bought her for Christmas last year. He’d gone all the way to 
Wilmington to get them because he didn’t want anyone in Shallotte to know. She touched her 
breasts over her bra and felt them like she knew he wouldn’t. She ran her hands along the sides 
of her stomach. She tried to dance, her hips swaying and her mind completely unsure of what she 
was doing or what she was attempting. She could feel tears coming as she reached back to 




He finally turned and grabbed her shoulders before she could continue. “I swear to God, 
Kendra, stop it.” He was breathless. 
She let a tear fall. “Why? Why do you want me to stop?” 
“What do you want me to do, Kendra? What do you want?” 
         Kendra shook her head. If she spoke, she would cry, so she drew her hands back and took 
off her bra. It fell at his feet like an offering. Maybe, if she kept going, he’d reach for her and 
kiss the length of her. Maybe, if he saw all of her, they’d make love on the floor. 
“What do you want me to do?” he asked. 
She took his hand and pressed it to her crotch. His fingers went limp. She tried to get 
them to move, the lace of her underwear scratching and irritating. He wouldn’t react. His hands 
were cold against her.  
They stared at each other. She focused on those green eyes with blue dots. They looked 
dead. 
“I hate you,” she said, letting go of his hand. “I hate you so much.” She moved forward 
and kissed him once on the lips, her shaking hand against his chest. 
His lips moved against hers: “Maybe I hate you, too.” 
He felt like a statue, his lips hard and chapped, and she could no longer find his heartbeat 













 Mama never quite got over the day that Peggy-Elaine lost her glitter booty in the middle 
of her tap-dancing routine at the Eastern North Carolina Regional Little Miss Pageant Semifinal. 
Peggy-Elaine had stopped right in the middle of Frank Sinatra’s high note, stared at the crowd, 
and let out the biggest cry I’d ever heard. The shoe laid on its side in the middle of the stage. I 
grabbed it while Mama gathered her four-year-old ball of a body and carried her off the stage 
and out of sight from the gaped-mouth mothers in the front rows.  
Mama had been prepping Peggy-Elaine for the stage for two years. I had no idea what 
made her look at my sister and say, “That’s a star, baby girl,” but she did.  
 I was fourteen when Mama had her. I picked at my braces in her hospital room, watched 
the nurses clean all that gunk off Peggy-Elaine. Mama smiled at me and said, “Lorri-Anne, this 
girl is gonna be a star. Just hear her.”  
 You couldn’t not hear her. Her newborn face turned purple with screams. It looked like 
she was fixing to die just as quickly as she had been born. Peggy-Elaine had slid right out of 
Mama on the off-ramp of the interstate. We hadn’t even made it to the hospital, so when we got 
there, I ran in and grabbed the nurses. Mama had made a mess in the backseat, but I heard her 
say when the nurses flocked to her side: “You’re welcome. I took care of all the dirty work for 
you.”  
 One of the first things she did when Daddy died was teach me to drive. She told me 
someone had to get her to the hospital when the baby came, and I was the man of the house now. 




 We were cooking chicken tenders when Mama got the call that Daddy had been in a car 
accident. She was about four months pregnant. I was reading a Stephanie Meyer book. My dad’s 
empty Miller Lite cans were in the trash. He’d had his regular six pack, and he’d told Mama her 
feet were fat. He’d watched baseball on the television in his recliner. He’d told me, after his fifth 
beer, that he couldn’t believe he’d gotten a daughter that was as ugly as me. I’d gotten my 
insults; Mama had gotten get hers. We took them at the kitchen table. She had a Cosmo 
magazine; I had my vampires. Sometimes I’d give myself paper cuts, and when things got really 
bad, almost all of my fingertips would be covered in different color Band-aids.  
 He’d patted me on the back before he left, like I really was the man of the house—like he 
already knew that he wasn’t coming home. I’d shrugged him away.  
 After Mama got off the call, we sat at the kitchen table. Her swollen fingers were spread 
against the cracked and splintered wood. A cheap yellow light flickered in and out over our 
heads. She let a single tear slide down her cheek. Dr. Oz was playing on the twenty-year-old TV 
in the background. 
He’d died upon impact. No one else was hurt. Mama said the news like she was reading 
me words to practice for a spelling test. She mumbled, “I’m gonna have to go down to the 
coroner’s, start setting up for the funeral. Do you want to come?”  
 I shook my head “no”.  
 “I told him to not drive with all those beers. I swear I told him.” She choked on the ends 
of her sentences, sucking in shocked tears.  
 She left me alone in the house to take care of business, but only after reminding me, “Our 
chicken tenders are burning.” The room had gotten hazy from the smoke coming out of the oven.  




 Mama told me I was the man of the house now after the funeral. I looked down at my 
chest in my cheap black dress, the acne along my jawline, and the little mustache on my upper 
lip that I never could get rid of. I didn’t think I looked very much like a girl, so I might as well 
have been the man of the house. I didn’t correct her.  
 I couldn’t wrap my head around it, but Daddy’s daughter came in spite of his death. We 
moved in with Mama’s parents who were always away on senior golf outings. They still called 
my dead Dad “that son of a bitch”.  
 Mama got two jobs and dressed Peggy-Elaine in all sorts of outfits. Before I knew it, she 
was carrying her around the pageant stages, bouncing her baby booties and bows all over the 
runways. The judges said, she was a natural. They said, she was a beauty. I changed her diaper 
though, every morning, and I could tell all those judges that she wasn’t as charming as they 
thought.  
 As soon as she could walk, Peggy-Elaine was in dance classes, acting lessons, and 
modeling shoots. Mama had started a part-time job just for the tuition. As soon as I got my 
license, my afterschool job was to shuffle Peggy-Elaine around. She had this permanent pout on 
her face, and Mama did her hair up in these long slinky curls that bounced whenever we went 
over speed bumps. Her eyes looked wet at all times. Mama called them “glistening”, but I just 
thought she was always about to cry.  
 I couldn’t stand her. She would sit in the back of my car, bound and strapped to her 
booster seat, and she wouldn’t say a word to me. She wouldn’t make a single sound until she got 
into one of those classes, and it was like Mama was right all along—maybe she was a star. I 
would google vampire fan fiction and pretend I wasn’t hearing her teachers call my four-year-old 




 I thought she had too much of Daddy in her. He’d brood and lash out at home, but at the 
barbecues, the summer beach concerts? It was like he was the friendliest person in the world. 
Everyone loved him—he was Mr. Shallotte. Like father like daughter.  
 By the time she won her “First Place: Little Miss Shallotte, Age Group 3-4 Category” 
trophy and sash, Mama decided it was time to shorten her name to Peg-E. I told her that was just 
plain stupid. It just sounded like Peggy, but Mama would have none of it.  
 “The inflection is different. Don’t you get it?” she insisted. I had no mind to fight with 
my mother on such matters.  
 
The Eastern North Carolina Little Miss Pageant Semi-Final was Peg-E’s new name debut. I was 
right there, front and center. It had been going well. Mama danced and shimmied behind me in a 
painful attempt to inspire Peg-E to keep dancing, but she paid my mama no mind. She’d been 
taught to look at the audience and make eye contact with the judges.  
 I liked to watch the host, Walter Shammond. He was the forty-year-old father of a Little 
Miss Pageant superstar. He had an affinity for sequins and purple suit jackets. He and his family 
went to our church. He always said that he just worked these pageants because his wife, Carol 
Shammond, and he owned the Little Miss Pageant series, but every weekend, he’d have his face 
painted for the stage and a pink microphone in hand. Carol sat with the judges—they scribbled 
comments like they were taking the SAT.  
 Carol and Walter started the pageant company with a couple of other Elk’s Club #2854 
members ten years ago. It was just Mama’s luck that the Shammond’s oldest daughter had won 
her category ten years running. All the other mothers said it was rigged, but Mama said she’d 




 Carol and Walter became sole owners of the pageant after Debbie left for college. She 
and Walter quit their jobs and ran the pageant on a state level. I swear Mama thanked the good 
Lord every night in her prayers that Peg-E was gonna be raised in a godfearing church like the 
First Baptist of Shallotte, with good folk like the Shammonds.   
 Mama had all but rigged the Eastern North Carolina Little Miss Pageant for Peg-E. She 
rigged most of the Shammond pageants. In the church pews last Sunday, I saw Mama wink at 
Walter while Peg-E got baptized by Pastor Timmy Shammond, Walter’s brother. Peg-E had been 
showered with the holy water so good that Jesus was just bound to win her that Little Miss title.  
 I would listen to Mama praying to God in the dressing room before Peg-E got out on the 
stage. She would pray for Peg-E to be composed in front of the audience and for herself to have a 
steady hand in the makeup room. I don’t know if she even prayed this hard when Daddy died, 
and I rarely heard my own name sent to out to God in one of those prayers.  
 I’d never heard her pray as hard as she did when Peg-E’s glitter booty fell on that stage. 
We were sitting in Peg-E’s dressing room. She was still crying, and her smeared makeup made 
her look more like a clown than the little woman Mama colored her up to be. She had pink on 
her teeth and flecks of mascara in her eyes. Mama had called my grandma to cry about all the 
money she had spent just to watch Peg-E lose it over a stupid shoe.  
 Peggy-Elaine reached for my mama through the tears, but Mama was beside herself on 
the phone. I grabbed some tissues and began to wipe the gunk off my sister’s face. The thin red 
carpet dug into my knees. Peggy-Elaine didn’t say anything to me, just like always, but I felt bad 
for her, if just for a moment. With makeup on her puffy, red face and my older one, clear and 




 They crowned her second runner-up, which mean that she wouldn’t go on to the state 
level. Peggy-Elaine acted like she didn’t know the difference. She smiled and waved just as well 
as she could with her face a mess and her hair unraveled. Mama cried and grasped my arm. “I 
don’t know what I did wrong, Lorri-Anne,” she said.  
Mr. Shammond was giggling when he walked over to us after the awards. He told my 
mother, “It was the best I could do, what with her little tantrum. We’ll get ‘em next year.” 
Mothers in the corners of the Hilton hotel ballroom pulled the extensions out of their daughter’s 
hair. They whispered conspiracy theories about the judges.  
 I couldn’t listen to Mama and Walter Shammond discuss scores, so I watched Walter’s 
son, Mark, wade through the sea of white plastic fold-out chairs. Everyone in town always said 
there was something wrong with Mark Shammond. He wore his bangs too far below his 
eyebrows. His eyeballs were a little too red and his clothes a little too black and tight. Mama 
complained after every pageant, “I just don’t know why they let that boy buy clothes like that 
and show up to a high-class pageant like this.”  
 I, however, liked to watch him pick up programs after the pageants had ended. He would 
clean up the aisles where the mothers had left their water bottles and disposable Mary Kay lip kit 
packages under their seats. You could still see the indent of the women’s heels on the burgundy 
carpet. Mark would smooth them out with the heels of his Vans.  
 Mark graduated two years before me, leaving my last two years in high school far less 
interesting. He had gone to Chicago to make it big. I don’t really know what he wanted to be big 
in, but it sounded like he had found the wrong city. He didn’t even get into much trouble, like 




cleaned up hotel ballrooms and lived in the Shammond’s basement. People in town said they 
didn’t like to talk about him much, but they did, him being the preacher’s nephew and all that.  
 Peggy-Elaine was still crying over her shoes, and Walter Shammond was still promising 
Mama dreams of being crowned in Greensboro the next year. Peg-E picked out sequins from her 
crown and declared it broken. I stopped her squeals by snapping the pieces back in. Her blue 
gown was blown up around her hips and her legs splayed in an un-lady-like fashion. Mama 
wasn’t paying her any attention though, so I let Peg-E stay that way.  
 I sat down beside my sister. My jeans dug in a little too much in the hips. I had been 
downing milkshakes and fried shrimp ever since Mama looked at my college acceptance letters 
and said to me real serious, “Baby girl, you can’t go. What would Peggy-Elaine and I do without 
you? How am I gonna get money to send you off to some school?”  
 I had become a walking cliché. Stomach rolls ran along my waistline, and I had a chin 
that swung when I talked and a pickup truck that groaned with every mile. I had a crush on a boy 
who, if only for a couple of months, had actually left Shallotte.  
 What Mark Shammond had done was like something out of a novel. He had those months 
of being gone, of not being who he had once been. I had read that “taking flight” was important 
for characters to have a real narrative arc. Ann Rice had said it in an interview. I hadn’t gone 
much of anywhere, though. I hadn’t even gotten out of the Carolinas.  
 Peggy-Elaine pulled apart the tulle in her dress and made airplane noises. I asked her, 
“How does it feel to have a crown? Are you happy?”  
 “I didn’t win?” Her eyes were dry. The plastic chandelier hanging above her made her 
look like she was jaundiced, just like she had been when my mama and I first took her home. In 




screaming, and my mother would say, “Lorri-Anne, I just don’t know what to do any more. I just 
don’t know what to do.”  
We’d sit with our backs against the crib, my fourteen-year-old hands grasping at baby 
Peggy-Elaine and begging her to stop sobbing if only for Mama’s sake.  
 I told Peg-E, “No, but you can get them next time. We’ll just have to tie your shoes a 
little tighter.”  
 Carol Shammond came barreling through the doors in the back of the ballroom.  
“Oh my goodness, I just cannot apologize enough for what happened to Peg-E,” she said 
to my mom. “I just don’t know what we could have done about it given the circumstances.” I 
angled myself so that I couldn’t see Mama or Walter or Carol, mainly just Mark. He had made it 
to the third aisle.  I watched him pocket a few semi-valuables, and I looked at my silent phone to 
pretend like I wasn’t staring at him.  
 Mark Shammond and I had actually met one time. The seniors had thrown a beach party 
my junior year, and my friend Caty told me I just had to go. Mark would be there, graduated and 
fresh off the plane from Chicago. He was swigging a beer in his cheeks like he was trying to sing 
with it. He was alone with a guitar I don’t think he knew how to play and had perched himself on 
the edge of a log.  
 Caty told me to go talk to him. I’d taken a couple of hits off a joint she’d rolled earlier, 
even though I knew Mama expected me back at eleven. I could feel the heaviness in my body 
and wondered, out loud, why on earth they called it a high when I felt so grounded. Caty thought 





 I edged myself onto the little corner of the stump he had left empty, and I said something 
to the extent of, “Going to play us a tune?” He said no. He brought it for scenery. I said 
something about how most people think the beach is scenery enough, and he told me to get the 
hell off his stump.  
 “I’ve seen you at those pageants with your mom,” he said. “I don’t want to be reminded 
of that underbelly of society any more than I have to be.” I was too high to even get what he was 
saying until I woke up the next morning.  
 I wondered if he remembered that night at all. Peggy-Elaine was still crying hard. Mama 
told me that when she was busy with important people to keep Peg-E quiet, but I wasn’t going to 
do that this time. Mark had caught me staring and had smiled at me, so I wasn’t going to listen to 
Peg-E or my mama for once. 
 Mama laughed these pained kind of chuckles, like she was shoving the giggles out of her 
throat. “Ain’t nothing like having babies in your forties, Carol,” she said. Mama sounded 
desperate. “Makes you young again, it sure does.” I had begun to notice the crow’s feet on the 
sides of her eyes.  
 “Sissy,” Peg-E tugged on my hair. She only called me that when she was lacking for 
attention. I swatted her away and put my focus back onto Mark Shammond, while he collapsed 
chairs and put them in carols in the backroom.  
“We got a line dancing group coming in at 5:30, so we need you guys to clear out of here 
before then,” one of the female hotel workers said. She had crackers crumbled around her teeth 
when she spoke.  
 Mama and the Shammonds acted like they hadn’t heard anything, but I stood up and 




and at Mama and her big mouth booming everywhere and the Shammond’s perfectly whitened 
teeth reflecting the fake chandelier lights. The stage had been taken down and now all there was 
left was a drooping sign saying, “Eastern North Carolina Regional Little Miss Pageant 
Semifinal”. It looked like the girls’ up-dos when half the hairspray runs out.  
“And what’s Lorri-Anne going to do come graduation? Still working down at the Piggly 
Wiggly?” Carol asked. She couldn’t even look me in the eye when she said my name.  
“Oh, you know Lorri-Anne, such a homebody. We couldn’t get rid of her. My mother 
and daddy don’t want her to go anywhere either. So, she’s just going to hang around and help me 
with Peg-E. Aren’t you, baby girl?” my mama called to me. She put on a smile the pageant 
coaches taught Peggy-Elaine. “Why don’t you get little Peg-E off the ground and get her in her 
sweat suit? It’s in the dressing room.”  
“I wanna stay in the dress,” Peg-E screamed. She had taken bits and pieces of her skirt 
apart and put them in a semi-organized fashion in the middle of her crown.  
“Peg-E,” my mama asked, “what on earth are you doing to your dress?” Mama knelt 
down and began gathering the pieces of her dress into her hands. “Don’t you like your dress, 
baby? What you doing taking it all off like that?”  
Peggy-Elaine only laughed. A deep, different laugh than the one they’d told her to do in 
her pageant class. She was beating the cross-patterned rug with the heel of her tap shoe, and I 
could see out of the corner of my eye Mark Shammond taking off his headphones to listen. I held 
onto the top of a folded chair. 
 Peggy-Elaine was still laughing, so hard I thought she’d lost her ever loving mind. I 
couldn’t help but find myself laughing too. The kind that sort of shook through my whole body. I 




looked horrified at the both of us. Mark was smiling his own version of a soft smile, as much as I 
could tell from under his bangs.  
Mama said, “What the heck has gotten into you two?” She was sweating through her t-
shirt, and the Shammonds were smiling confused, wilted smiles behind her.  
I put the chair down. I felt lighter, unlike I had the last time I’d been so close to Mark. 
Peg-E’s laughs sounded like bubbles, and Walter Shammond’s face was nearly purple with 
confusion. Everything felt so good that I just put that chair down and walked to Mark. I looked 
that boy dead in the eye, the last remnants of black liner sticking to the bottoms of his eyelids, 
his breath smelling like a bowling alley. He flinched when I put my hand to his chest and asked, 
“Wanna get out of this underbelly, Mark?”  
 For a second, I swore he smiled and my mama choked. Even Peg-E got a little quiet. 
Only Carol Shammond dared to ask, “What in the world are you talking about, Lorri-Anne?” 
The hotel staff was chewing on their cheese and spitting out the punch, disappointed it wasn’t 
spiked.  
 Mark Shammond stammered. His headphones were blasting Bob Dylan, and he fiddled 
with them as he stepped away from me. He said, “I gotta finish putting up these chairs. And my 
parents and I going to Chili’s after this, so…” He didn’t even finish his sentence before I turned 
away. Everyone had gone silent, and for a moment, I was standing in the center, them all staring 
at me like I was Peg-E on the stage, getting crowned. Even Peg-E was looking at me, really hard. 
Her lips as puckered as ever and her hair slouching to one side. I felt like I couldn’t breathe. I felt 
like I was all grounded again.  
 I told Peggy-Elaine, “I’m sorry, baby girl,” but I couldn’t look at my mother. I couldn’t 




Mama would think, What a scene, but she’d also think, She’s just going to get in the car and wait 
for us to get out there.  
 But I charged through the parking lot, past my mama’s Pacifica. I didn’t have much of a 
mind of where I was going, but I knew if I kept walking I’d get somewhere.  
If I’d been in a Meyer or Rice book, I would have been holding a cigarette or wearing 
leather or getting in a 1960s Corvette with a vampire who sparkled. Instead, my hands were 
empty, and I could feel the blisters raring to spread across the bottoms of my feet. It was a hot 
day, and the concrete sidewalk simmered.  
I would be like Forrest Gump. I’d walk and I’d walk until I cleared the whole country, 
and if I walked enough, maybe my breath would get too loud and my chafing too bad and my 
blisters too swollen for me to even think about Mark Shammond or my dad’s grave that sits in a 
lot off Highway 74 in Whiteville. I wouldn’t be able to picture my mother crying in my bedroom 
when she’d realize I was gone for good, and I wouldn’t even care that Peggy-Elaine would forget 
about me within the week.  



















Venus of the Waterway 
 
 They find her while gigging on the Intracoastal. Night has cut the steady water into 
slivers of platinum, and the air is filled with the screeches of frogs, the distant echoes of a beach 
party from the island. Brandon is giving his neck a break from craning to find the flounder along 
the bottom of the shallows. He watches the smoke from a bonfire slip into the sky. You only see 
those in the summer in these parts, and Brandon likes to imagine who sits around them. Those 
people probably never held a gig in their life, sloped their neck down to find that single fish eye 
looking up at them, or skewered a flounder pressing itself to the shallow parts of the waterway 
floor.  
 “It looks like Poseidon’s spear,” Julia had told him once. He’d given her a look. “Like the 
god of the sea,” she’d explain. She always explained. That is, she always explained before she 
took her explanations and her Volvo to Charlotte.  
It was never supposed to work. Brandon could sense that the minute he met her. He’d 
finished his education with the twelfth grade. She taught at the local high school with an English 
degree from Appalachian. She was a mountain girl through and through. Even when she was 
here, she walked like she was always going uphill; she smoked weed before grading papers; she 
spoke about the classics and Chaucer as though someone around here would understand what she 
was saying, if only she said it enough.  
“What the hell is this?” Nate calls. He’s the youngest of the giggers, and it is just the two 
of them tonight. Jefferey, who runs the sales and manages the restaurant relationships, comes out 





“I’ll be over in a minute,” he responds. Beside him, under the light of his flashlight that is 
strapped to his forehead, a flounder crawls. He clutches the pole of his gig and drives it into its 
flat side. The single eye looking up at him bulges. There is a crunch; then it is smooth through 
the meat.  
They used to gig with a boat, but Brandon, for some reason, found more success when he 
stood. He felt more connected. He walked the floors the flounder swam.  
After he drops the flounder in the cooler, Brandon walks over to Nate. He used to get 
sore after a long night like this, but after seven years of spearing flounders for profit, his thighs 
often feel the most stable when pressed against a countercurrent. He becomes clumsy in the day 
on land.  
Nate is a thin man who looks even more shriveled in his outsized overalls and water 
boots that come all the way to his hips. He looks like he could vanish in his clothing and leave 
Brandon all alone out here. When Brandon reaches him, he steadies himself by placing a hand on 
Nate’s shoulder.  
Then, he sees her. He can’t make out where she begins and ends. Though he has trained 
his eyes for the way pulsing current distorts the shape and location of the flounder, he has never 
seen anything as large and immobile as her underwater. Her marble melds with the moonlight; 
her fingers, placed delicately, almost lazily at her forehead, look as though they are waving to 
him.  
“It’s a statue,” Brandon says. She shifts against the sand enough to press against his toe. 
He drives his gig into the ground far away from her. Across from him, the marsh reeds of a 




Nate laughs. “It’s a naked statue, dude.” Brandon had forgotten he is here. He steps away 
from him and around the statue. “Look at the honkers on that one. I wonder what sick son of a 
bitch threw this away.”  
She was probably taken away by a tide from the front entrance of a drowning house. 
Many of the porches of some of the nicest houses along the waterway were destroyed by the 
hurricane season last year. Brandon thought, she must have stood in front of one of those—a 
greeter for the rich to meet the rich.  
Julia would have loved her if she was here. When they were together, she liked to show 
Brandon her slide shows that she would present her tenth graders with the next day. Roman and 
Greek art was a favorite topic of hers.  
She’d say, “You can’t understand the English literary canon without understanding the 
Romans and Greeks.” Women’s and men’s bodies curved in her photos to extreme degrees. Eyes 
always glancing away, as though they knew they were to be looked at and enjoyed.  
Before she left, she asked him to come with her. She said it like she was asking him to 
turn her down. Brandon knew she had to go alone. She was not of here, but he could have 
listened to her all day, her lectures transporting him to somewhere, someone, else than himself. 
When he listened to her, he simultaneously felt how physical his job was in comparison to hers 
and that he could, if he wanted, be more. Think about art. Go to galleries. Leave the coast.  
“She’s Venus,” Brandon says. “Goddess of love.” He can hear Julia in his words. His feet 
sink into the shallows’ floor.  
“She’s hot,” Nate replies. “Rich people get the weirdest shit. Like I wanna be rich enough 




Most all of what Nate said annoys him, but when he works, Brandon has taught him that 
he is to be quiet. Brandon doesn’t like to talk much anyway. He’s much fonder of the sound of 
lapping of the water against the sides of their boots, the soft grunt they both make when they gig 
a flounder, the slap of the scaly flesh dropping against the sides of the cooler waiting on the edge 
of the shoreline.  
Normally, Brandon tries to keep his clothing as dry as possible, but he cannot resist 
folding himself in half, sticking his forearm through the chilled water, and touching her side.  
She has lost her legs, the area below her belly button fragmented and sharp to the touch. 
She is smooth, but he can tell that she is made of cheap material—a faux marble that has not 
even been glossed. No wonder she toppled during the hurricanes, he thinks.  
Brandon places both hands on her and grasps her sides. The severe curves and the eyes 
that cast away—he can see her more clearly now. His grey shirt turns dark under the water.  
 She is heavier than he anticipates in spite of her cheap material, but he doesn’t stop trying 
to pull her up. Nate is asking, “Do you want help with that, man?”  
Brandon does not. He says so.  
“Okay, man. We can just put her on the shore and take her to the recycling place later,” 
Nate says, clearly unsure of how to react to Brandon’s taut response.  
She is pressed along the front of his body, down to the pockets of his overalls. His spear 
sways against the rising wind. Nate grabs a hold of it and watches as Brandon begins to carry her 
to the shore, where the dead flounder sit in a closed cooler. The sight of his truck, large and 
intrusive at the other side of the dunes, startles him. It feels out of place.  
 Brandon places her as carefully as he can against the dry land. The sand caves to her 




of her, where her thighs would be. She’s got her hair braided like Julia used to, like the Romans 
used to. Whoever owned her must have wanted to remind people that they were not of nor from 
here. That what they owned was not of nor from here. She feels as distant as Julia’s slideshow 
pictures did, so he touches her. She’s cold and slick.  
The tide is beginning to retreat. Morning will be here soon, and they have not caught their 
regular quota. 
 “So, are you calling it quits for tonight?” Nate calls.  
 “No, I’ll be back out in a minute.”  
When Julia told him about Rome, she told him about the history: Julius Caesar, Julia 
Claudia, Julia the Elder, Julia the Younger. “They all led. Even the women had some kind of 
control over the empire,” she said. 
“So, you have a powerful name,” he said to her. “The name of royalty.”  
She smiled as though she would be bashful of his compliment. He reached for her face, to 
touch it, but she straightened up and walked away. She extended her neck, her hip cocked to one 
side, her long hair braided intricately back into a bun. She had the name of royalty, she looked 
like royalty, he thought.  
He has the oddest compulsion to lean over and rest his head against her stomach. His 
fingers are there already, and his clothes are caked and wet. He hears behind him the terse grunt 
of Nate spearing a fish and then his slick walk towards the cooler.  
Nate takes the fish off the spear and places it in the cooler. Without a word, he walks 
back to the waterway. Brandon will join him in a moment. Beside him, the fish flails in his dying 
attempt. The cooler rocks. Sometimes they last a moment after the initial blow, if you don’t hit 




The flounder’s pleas are fleeting. It dies against the others, speared and cooled.   
In the morning, Brandon will take her to the recycling. Nate will help unload her and will 
probably mention the size of her breasts or the absence of her butt. Brandon won’t say a word, 
and even though he’ll leave her without looking back, he’ll not be able to stop himself from 
























My mother got married on my 35th birthday. She said she forgot about the date, and I said 
mothers don’t forget their own daughter’s birthdays, and she said, “Hush, it’s my day”. And that 
was that.  
On my 35th birthday, I was a lot of things. I was single. I was diagnosed obese. (Even 
though I didn’t feel obese, the doctor said that how I felt didn’t count.) I was a waitress at the 
Giggling Grouper. I was the owner of a mobile home that sat in a park called Shangrila that 
flooded every time it rained. But above all, according my mother, I was her Maid of Honor. 
“Emphasis on the maid,” my mother joked with her bridesmaids.  
 Being single at my age in Shallotte is kind of like you’re eight again with a “Kick Me” 
sign plastered to your back.  I should know: Growing up, I was the kid with the sign on my shirt. 
You don’t get breasts at ten and have the God-given name of Reggie and not get some kind of 
bullying done to you. Every single question about how single I was felt like I was back on those 
playgrounds with kids pulling at my pigtail braids.  
They ask: When you gonna find you a fella? How much longer till we see you in a 
wedding dress? That clocks a-ticking, you know? Eggs won’t last forever.  
 I probably heard all of those questions about ten times each on the day of my mother’s 
wedding. She was getting ready in the Cry Room of the First Baptist Church. The rug was plush 
burgundy, and everything was lined with fake gold. Mother said, “Makes me feel like getting 
married in the Vatican.” 
 Mother had gotten Martha from down the street to do her hair up all high and puffy and 




27, not 67. It was an impossible task, no matter how much Botox my mother had gotten since my 
dad left her and Shallotte for a woman in Burgaw. 
 I said to Martha right before she left, her handiwork wobbling on top of my mother’s 
head, “It’s my birthday today.”   
 Martha laughed and said, “That’s funny.” I don’t really know what she meant by that, but 
I didn’t want to ask either.  
 The other 67-year-old bridesmaids were in the room, trying on their olive green taffeta 
ballgowns that my mother had insisted on. I was in a flowing dress, cinched right beneath my 
boobs and pouring out wide, hiding everything below. Mother had insisted the dress choice was 
to separate me as the maid of honor, but I knew. I knew it was because they couldn’t get it in my 
size, and Mother didn’t care enough to search for something that fit me. She liked to remind me 
of the 23.5 hours she spent in labor in order to push my chubby ass out of her. She had given me 
enough.   
Mother was pulling the skin around her chin up and back to get rid of the wrinkles. It was 
a process she’d called “plumping” for as long as I could remember.  
“Did you know your brother and his wife got a new car last week? A Buick. He sent me a 
text with a picture. Looks like a magazine ad,” she said as she continued “plumping” the skin 
around her eyes.  
 “A Buick, huh? I’ll have to ask about that car when I see him.” Daniel had a job at a law 
firm, two kids who were attending a high-end preparatory preschool (whatever that was), and 8% 
body fat. My mother liked to remind me of these things every time we talked about him. Daniel 
tended to downplay his success when we talked, and I couldn’t tell if I was glad that he did or 




“I guess I shouldn’t be surprised that that wife of his isn’t coming. She’s never been 
invested in this family.”  
“You’ve never been very nice to Erica.”  
“Doesn’t mean she shouldn’t be here for my day.” She dabbed at the edge of her lipstick 
line.  
I was glad that Erica wasn’t coming. I hated being near her. Her body looked like a 
squeezed tube of toothpaste—all top with a rail-thin bottom. Every time I saw her, she’d say 
something like Oh, Reggie, you look so thin! What have you been doing? or Oh, Reggie, that 
dress really shows off your curves.  
I dreamed about the day I could say, Oh Erica, fuck off! I couldn’t though, for Daniel’s 
sake. Unlike most siblings that are only separated by a year, we hardly ever fought. When we 
were teenagers, we’d acknowledge each other in the school hallway and stay up late a lot of 
nights to watch re-runs and eat junk food. He’d tell me about all the girls he’d been dating, and I 
would complain about Mother.  
“You think Richard will like the dress, Reggie?” my mother asked me. She’d put her 
hands down in her lap and looked for a moment nervous. It was a face she hadn’t let me see, at 
least not since my father left when I was ten.  
 “If he doesn’t like it, he doesn’t deserve you, Mom,” I said. After twenty-five years of 
experience with Mother’s dating woes, I had a variation of that line always in my back pocket. 
“Richard’s the luckiest guy in the whole damn state.”  
 And he really was. My mother had decided to marry a man with a penchant for oil in his 




the island across the sound. He golfed in Shallotte every other day. He fished on the river by 
himself in his skiff boat with a case of Blue Moon on the others.  
I knew he had money. He had a voice that was distinctly not from here and consistently 
smelled like peppermints and Lysol wipes. When we were in the same room, I was at the same 
time bored and on guard. His hand always sinking a little too low on my waist. His topic of 
conversation always the quality of his nine iron, the way the fish were biting that week, the stock 
market’s rise and fall.  
It wasn’t for conversation or even civility that my mother was marrying him. I knew that. 
The real reason was the watch that sat on his wrist, the collection of cars in his garage, and the 
two properties (his other inland, twenty-two acres). He still had yet to answer me when I asked 
him how he’d gotten his fortune.  
 My mother let my words sink in. “Yeah, doll, you’re right. He really is.” My mother had 
never lacked for confidence. She needed a lot of it to get enough commission as a car salesman 
to support me and herself. “You better put on some makeup and do your hair. We got pictures in 
an hour, ya know.”  
 I didn’t want to tell her that I already had.  
 
After my mother and Richard said their vows and kissed for about three seconds too long, we 
headed to the reception in the fellowship hall.  
The basketball goals were lifted up to the ceiling and hidden in the stucco rafters. The 
laminated hardwood still had the half-court and three-point lines taped into the flooring. 
Members of the church volunteered to decorate the room with fold out chairs and tables that still 




linens they’d used for my granddad’s funeral a decade ago.  They’d accented every table with an 
egregiously tall purple structure of paper-and-plastic purple lilies and purple balloons and purple 
ribbon. There was purple, not-spiked punch and tea lining the table along the wall. We weren’t 
allowed to serve alcohol at the church, and Mother wouldn’t have people in Shallotte knowing 
she enjoyed a glass of wine.  
 They’d purchased Piggly Wiggly fried chicken and biscuits and had a whole circular 
table dedicated to all the types of vegetables you could soak in mayonnaise and call slaw— 
cabbage, potatoes, green beans, broccoli. Mother said we needed to keep the menu well-
balanced. “I hate those weddings where they make you feel like you gain a pound the minute you 
walk in the room,” she’d griped when picking out her menu.  
There were rolls the size of my head, and the church quilting club had spent all morning 
making Mother’s cake. It was two-foot certified monstrosity of wilted frosting petals and cheap 
pearls and fake flowers. It towered in the middle of the fellowship hall, waiting to be cut and fed 
to my mother and Richard. The club had canceled their quilting hour just to complete it, so 
everyone was congratulating them as they stood around it.  
The whole thing reminded me of my eighth birthday. We’d had it in the same fellowship 
hall with the same aggressive color scheme. (My mother had transferred her love of purple onto 
me by sheer force of will.) We’d invited everyone in my class with these envelopes that had 
purple bows threaded through the top. We bought plastic bowling sets, and the quilting club 
made me a cake. I had a purple paper hat on my head. I can still remember the feeling of that thin 




Just like the wedding, the church members had agreed to help. My dad, though he hadn’t 
left us yet, was probably already too busy screwing that woman from Burgaw, so he wasn’t 
there. I think they could all sense my mother was hanging by a thread. Even I could, I think.  
Because they can smell a distressed woman from a mile away, the church members who 
helped agreed to hang around until my friends showed up. My class had about twenty people, so 
we planned for fifteen.  
Mazy Thompson, the new girl in my class, was the only one to come. She got me a giant 
Hershey’s chocolate bar and played bowling with me. The church members stayed too, and some 
of the men picked me and Mazy up and put us on their shoulders, while we chicken fought each 
other. As we played, I got a bird’s eye view of my mother crying in a huddle of some of the 
women. I can’t remember a time I’ve seen her cry since.  
When we got home from my party, Daniel let me play Donkey Kong with him all night. I 
think he even let me win. I didn’t ask my mother for a birthday party again, and she, thankfully, 
didn’t offer.  
 I was trying to remember which of the members were still alive from that day and which 
ones were here for the wedding, when I felt cool metal graze my elbow. “Thought you could use 
this,” my brother whispered in my ear. I recognized the feel of the flask before I saw it.  
 “What’s in it?” I asked, half-tempted and half-annoyed.  
 “Good ol’ citrus Burnett’s, like we used to drink in high school.”  
 I turned to face him. “Shit, Daniel, you’re a lawyer. You haven’t learned to buy better 
stuff than this?”  
 “Don’t bite the hand that feeds you, huh? After a couple pulls, won’t even matter what’s 




downwards turn to every one of his words. He’d started to grow a thin beard. I thought he looked 
better without it, but he was still beautiful.  
 I mean, Daniel had always been the beautiful, smart child and Mother’s favorite. One 
Christmas, when he brought home a boy as a “new relationship” from college, I’d thought he 
would compromise that status. Mother had nearly died on the spot, and Grandpa died three 
weeks later, an event I’m not so sure wasn’t connected to the news. Three months after the 
funeral, though, he brought home Erica with no mention of the boy. There was an engagement 
ring at his graduation the next year. Mother was ecstatic.  
I had already been asked four times how I felt about my own mother marrying twice 
before I had once, so the flask was tempting. Still, I said, “I can’t, Daniel. I got too much to do, 
and you’ll finish that in an hour.” 
“I don’t care, I got more in my car.” He smiled in a way that reminded me of his senior 
yearbook photo. He was voted Biggest Flirt.  
I rolled my eyes and walked towards the long front table where the bridal party sat.  
We took our seats next to the other bridesmaids who were all with their husbands. We 
were the only ones under the age of fifty at the table, aside from Brandon Michael’s (Heir to The 
Shrimping Dynasty) wife, who was about forty years his junior. People had just recently stopped 
talking about that wedding. My mother’s wedding felt unremarkable in comparison.  
The bridesmaids were all busy talking to their husbands who had the same type of belly, 
the kind that folded just up and over their belts. The husbands sat the same way, legs spread and 
one hand on their stomach, the other clutching the edge of the table like they might fall over at 




I thought they might ignore my arrival and keep talking to their wives, but they knew me. 
These were the kinds of guys that came into the Giggling Grouper three times a week to order 
exactly four bottles of Budweiser and talk exactly four hours about baseball in the fall, football 
in the winter, basketball in the spring. In the summer, they fished and the tourists took their 
place.  
“You gonna get you one of these sometime soon, Miss Peggie?” a man we all called 
JohnBoy (even though his name was Aaron) asked. He had a voice that sounded like sandpaper.  
“Reggie,” I corrected. Daniel was hiding a laugh as he snuck his tea glass down to his 
side to pour some more vodka into his cup.   
“Reggie,” JohnBoy corrected himself. “Well?” 
“Gotta find a man,” I told him.  
“Shouldn’t be hard in these parts, pretty girl like you.” He laughed to himself, like he 
knew it was a joke. I squeezed the lemon from the rim of my tea glass.  
“How’s your son doing?” I asked.  
“Not married, if you’re asking.” JohnBoy winked. His wife slapped him on the chest 
playfully. Her name was Tanya. She spotted my mother on the cheer team back in high school. 
JohnBoy was the linebacker back then. Mother had shown me all the yearbooks.  
“I wasn’t,” I said and turned to my phone sitting on my lap. JohnBoy and the rest of the 
men had started talking about hunting. “They’re like piranhas,” I whispered to Daniel.  





Mother knew the bride was not supposed to give a speech at the wedding, but she did it anyway. 
No one was surprised. Daniel had already made a trip to his car to refill his flask by the time my 
mother stood up.  
 When she did, Daniel looked at me. “Are you sure you don’t want to have a swig? It’ll 
make this night so much easier.”  
 “I’m maid of honor. I gotta, you know, hold her skirt up when she has to pee and shit like 
that. Can’t do that drunkenly.”  
 Daniel laughed, “Sure you can, sis, sure you can.”  
While my mother searched for a microphone, I told Daniel, “You know I’m thirty-five 
today, right? That’s a big year.”  
 “I know, Reggie. My birthday gift to you,” he said as he poured a little vodka into my 
glass. He’d started to sweat from his temples. He was going grey earlier than I’d expected.  
 “We’re old,” I said.  
 “Old as shit,” he nodded.  
I took a sip from my glass. It burned the back of my throat, but I liked the taste. I had 
been a whiskey-and-wine-only drinker until two years ago. I met a guy in a Weight Watchers 
class in Wilmington. His name was Trey, and in order to lose weight, he’d been swapping his 
Guiness for Svedka and tonic. We didn’t have much in common except that we liked to get 
drinks to relax after the humiliating public weigh-ins. He lived not too far away from the bar we 
haunted—in a house with a pool and jacuzzi.  
He managed a real estate firm that sold and rented properties along the Cape Fear. 
“Water’ll probably kill ya, but the houses look decent,” he’d say. Every time he spoke, he 




There wasn’t much to keep us attracted to each other every week except for a light vodka 
buzz and the lack of shame we had when we stood naked in the blue light of his pool and saw 
our matching rolls and curves. We had sex on his lawn chairs, in the too-cold water, on the floor 
of his living room. He’d scan my body with his hand.  
We didn’t talk much. I didn’t ask why he left Weight Watchers and why he never 
contacted me after he did. I saw him on Facebook a week before the wedding. He’d lost fifty 
pounds and married a woman from Raleigh. She had red hair and freckles. Her ring wouldn’t 
have fit around my finger.  
“I—Daniel, I don’t feel so good,” I said, but I didn’t feel like I was saying it.  
“Shh, Mom’s talking.”  
The speech was to introduce her toasts. It was so like Mother to introduce her own 
commendations. I’d had my toast written out on a napkin and tucked in my bra. I pulled it out, 
but the ink had started to run from my sweats. Richard, sitting a little behind my mother, had his 
hands folded like a steeple to meet his nose. He only smiled with one side of his mouth.  
“Richard looks like a not-green Grinch,” I told Daniel.  
“Shh, for Christ’s sake.”  
“But he does,” I muttered, knowing that Daniel wouldn’t hear me. Mother talked about 
how honored she was, how she was going to let her bridesmaids speak before her maid of honor, 
her daughter. “Hope I get to be hers one of these days,” she said. The whole crowd laughed. It’s 
an old joke. I was sick of it.  
I wondered if she would even ask the crowd to sing me “Happy Birthday” or draw 




On my thirty-third birthday, Trey took me out for dinner and bought us three bottles of 
Italian red wine. We had sex in his pool, and afterwards, I threw up in the toilet. Trey held my 
hair back and a cool washcloth to my neck. It was the one time I thought maybe I wasn’t having 
sex a total asshole. My makeup ran, and after I brushed my teeth, he kissed me. My body felt 
right that night.  
I could feel my stomach churning as my mother spoke. Once people started laughing at 
her maid-of-honor joke, I knew she wouldn’t stop there.  
“Maybe we can share a wedding dress, Reggie!” she cackled. I thought she looked crazy. 
The table I sat at shook with JohnBoy’s laughter. Daniel, for his part, remained quiet, but I hated 
his big-eye, downturned-mouth pity.   
I stood up from the table. My mother and the rest of the crowd was too consumed with 
laughter to even notice me. I felt like I was looking at the room through one of those funhouse 
mirrors.  
I moved towards the kitchen where the quilting club had left a mess of cake discards all 
over the counters. They probably thought I was grabbing a prop for my Maid of Honor speech. 
One of the quilters even had the audacity to smile at me as I clomped my way to the back.  
The kitchen had a bay window where the women would pass food to the men and 
children every Wednesday night and Sunday afternoon. I shut the doors like a cabinet and 
pressed my back into the dishwasher. It was powering through the first round of plates, and the 
vibrations revved through me.  
I closed my eyes and imagined myself on a motorcycle. I wanted to be one of those girls, 




helmet look sexy. I didn’t know if that happened in real life, but it certainly happened in the 
movies.  
Over the sound of the dishwasher, I could barely make out what my mother was saying. I 
guessed she didn’t recognize that I was gone. Maybe she’d remember it was my birthday and call 
me back out. She could even make a joke about my age and my singleness—I didn’t care. I just 
wanted them to know.  
But my mother didn’t say a word about me before handing over the mic to Tanya. She 
had a voice that boomed over the sound of the machine.  
Tanya said, “The only person who I would be happier about getting married would be 
Reggie. Where is that girl?” Her voice was at once syrupy sweet and numbingly grating.  
I felt a desperation that made the hair on my arms rise. I hadn’t been this aware of my 
body since Trey and I skinny dipped in the light of his pool late at night. We knew if a neighbor 
just looked out their window, they could see us, but it was a feeling of wrong I’d been looking 
for ever since. The singe of someone being aware of me.  
I looked to my left. On top of the dusty microwave was a pack of birthday candles—
rainbowed colored. Before I registered what I was doing, I grabbed the pack and the lighter 
sitting to the side of the oven. I could feel the sweat breaking out on my forehead.  
Tonya shut up when I walked out, as though she could tell that, no matter what, I was 
going to command the floor. I couldn’t even feel my feet against the court as I marched.  
I took a single candle out of the box and shoved it inside the cake, so that a small part of 
the candle could be seen through the frosting. I got frosting along the side of my hand and wiped 
it off on my dress.  




Now, I had their attention. I thought Tanya’s mouth was about to hit the floor, and my 
mother looked like she was frozen and sick all at once, and Daniel was grinning, pouring himself 
more from his flask into his tea. He looked almost giddy.  
I didn’t feel so exuberant. Now that I had hundreds of eyes on me, I realized I had no real 
plan after this. I was standing there—stuck in the aftermath of a high I felt slipping away from 
me. I realized suddenly that I had gone too far to not make some kind of a scene.  
It came from my chest: “Happy birthday to me.” My boobs shook from the volume. 
“Happy birthday to me….” Someone coughed, but no one said anything or thought to join along. 
They were going to let me finish, though. My voice was gruff and slick from the rising tears, but 
I was carrying the tune over the sea of biscuits and tea, the sea of purple.  
“Happy birthday, dear Reggie!” It wasn’t from me. I turned to find my brother standing 
on his chair, flask in his raised left hand. It was a scream more than a song, but I felt like I was in 
a John Hughes movie. I wished there was some synthesized 80s song in the background. In the 
movies, there would be music.  
At his wedding all those years ago, I’d caught him crying alone outside the reception hall. 
We hadn’t talked about it since. 
I tried to find a smile, and we finished the song together: “Happy birthday to you!” I’d 
never loved my brother more. He took a bow on his chair and sat. I left the lighter and the pack 
of candles beside the cake.  
My mother’s face was buried in Richard’s chest, and somewhere someone shouted, 
“What the hell is wrong with you two?”  
I kept my eyes locked on my brother as I walked towards his table, through the swarm of 




the candle was still lit, unless someone in the quilting club had come out of their shock and 
blown it out already.  
I sat down, swiped the flask out of my brother’s hand, and took a long hard pull. There 
was only a drop left, but I pretended to take gulps. People were finally starting to break the 
silence and mutter, and Richard was making my mother sit up and resume the reception. No one 
at our table would even look at us.  
My brother whispered, “Best fucking wedding ever.”  





















I was thirteen the year my mother took her love of Jesus so far that she had sex with one 
of his ministers in the pews of the Methodist Church. That year, my father and I moved into a 
two-bedroom condo on an abandoned golf course off the Intracoastal waterway, and I had 
become the talking point of everyone at Shallotte Middle School, the unsettling factor in every 
one of my teacher’s classrooms.  
So, in the school bathroom, when I found blood seeping between the inner seams of my 
khaki Bermuda shorts, I didn’t have the nerve to step out into the hall and ask anybody for help. I 
didn’t want to feel the teachers and students watch me bleed against the sides of my thighs. I had 
had my period a couple of times before, but I didn’t want to tell my dad that I needed more pads. 
The first time I got it, my mother went out to Costco and bought me a value pack. Then, she left, 
and I was too afraid to talk to my dad about it.  
It took everything I had to leave the bathroom stall. The place smelled like purple grape 
body spray, and my shoes stuck to the floor when I walked. There was a full-length mirror just 
beside the last sink. I stared at Justin Timberlake’s face on my NSYNC concert shirt and 
whispered, “Shit.” I had been hearing my dad say that word a lot these days, and I liked the way 
the sh slipped through my front teeth.  
That’s when Claudia came in with her bright pink bathroom pass and one of those 
scratch-and-sniff t-shirts that smelled like chocolate. She wore a bright yellow zip-up hoodie and 
had a sparkly hairband.  
“Sangre,” she said, pointing towards my shorts.  




“Blood,” she replied, pointing down at my pants. “You’re bleeding.”  
I placed my hands on my stomach. I felt like my intestines were being choked and 
squeezed. Claudia’s eyes softened, and she asked, “Is this your first one?”  
I shook my head “no”. My eyes stung, and I realized I might be about to cry. I wished I 
had told her it had been. Maybe that would excuse my lack of preparedness.  
I knew of Claudia, but she was only in one or two of my classes. We’d never spoken on 
the playground, but I had heard her name around the school enough. She was beautiful, and the 
boys liked to talk about her in relation to the other girls they drooled over. Mostly though, she 
hung out with the other Spanish-speaking kids on the field for recess. They laughed at jokes I’d 
recently felt were always about me.  
 “What’s your name?” she asked.  
 “Iris.” My name sounded drowned.  
 “I got mine a year ago over the summer. You get better at knowing when they’re 
coming.” Every word she spoke sounded like it sung, and she had big eyes that seemed like they 
never blinked. She slipped her hoodie off her shoulders and held it out towards me.  
 “Take it,” she said. “Tie it around your waist. We’ll go to the nurse together.”  
 She brought me to the nurse, smiled at me as I went through the doors, and left me to 
learn how to know when my period was coming, where in the stores to buy pads, and how many 
Tylenol I could take per day for cramps. “You’re a woman now,” the nurse told me.  
 I remember putting on Claudia’s hoodie. She was tall, so the sleeves went well over my 





The nurse had called him and told him I had had a “feminine emergency”. I know I 
cringed as she said the words, dreading one of my father’s infamous “chats”, during which he 
would desperately try to understand his middle school daughter. He’d stopped trying in most 
regards since my mother left, except when it came to raising me. He’d taken to wearing t-shirts 
instead of his usual button-downs and grew a well-regulated five o’clock shadow. When I’d look 
at pictures of him when I got older, I’d think he looked very handsome in his grief.  
 My dad had started playing the guitar again after what happened with my mom. He 
wasn’t very good. He liked to play the Red Hot Chili Peppers while he drank Coors. Sometimes, 
he’d take his guitar, his beer, and me down to the overgrown greenway of the golf course, the 
part that ran along the water, and he’d serenade the boats as they went by.  
 Back in the day, he’d had long hair and had started up a band not too far from where my 
old house was, the one with two parents.   
 “Like a lowkey Alice Cooper, you know? That’s the kind of sound we were going for,” 
he told me one night back when Mom was still around. He was cooking dinner because she was 
late from her secretary job at the church. Dad worked at the high school as a history teacher, so 
he was the one to always get me after school, make dinner, and help me with my homework.  
 On those evenings when it seemed like Mom would never come home, he would take his 
old band’s cassette tapes and plug it in the boom box. I’d listen to him tell stories about playing 
in garages and the gig they got out in Raleigh one time.  
 Mom wasn’t surprised I had chosen to live my dad after the affair. Janine Franken, an 
older woman who organized the church knitting club, had found my mother and the pastor when 
she went to look for her misplaced needle and yarn. She had been very apologetic when she 




Easter Egg Purple, my dad and I would get silent. That is, we never talked about what happened 
in that building until one day, after we moved out, we passed it.  
I looked at my dad and said, “Here’s a riddle. Where does Barney the Dinosaur 
worship?” He laughed so hard it seemed more like he was crying.  
 There wasn’t a lot of screaming with my parent’s divorce. There were just long gaps of 
silence interrupted by my dad’s guitar. My mother hugged me a lot and said that she was sorry. 
She told me that this was not what a woman of God should do and that she was praying.  
 “Divorce is wrong,” she said to me, “but it’s not so wrong when you do something like 
what I did.” I looked at her blankly. She shook my shoulders like she wanted to jar me into 
forgiving her.  
 My mother had always seemed impenetrable when I was growing up. She would come in 
late from work and would be hesitant to ask what was wrong when I was upset. We were never 
friends. We never got our nails done or watched romantic comedies together on a Saturday night. 
It was my dad who enforced bedtime and drove me to sports practices. He was the one who took 
me and my friend Jenny to an NSYNC concert in Charlotte. He sang every word with us, and we 
laughed the whole time.  
 Mom didn’t call all that much. The divorce statement said that I didn’t have go visit her 
or call her unless I felt like it, so I guess she thought that meant every point of contact was up to 
me. She moved out to Wilmington where she had an apartment close to the church where Pastor 
Mike was relocated. I met her once a week for dinner, an agreement my father and I had 
developed for “the sake of his sanity”. She got Botox, and it made her lip swell up so that it 




 I had gotten my period for the first time the week before she and Pastor Mike were found 
out. She looked at the stain I showed her in my underwear. I was crying and complaining of 
cramps.  
 “Eve’s fault,” she’d told me, as she snatched my underwear out of my hand and threw it 
in the trash. Mom liked to blame Eve for all women’s problems, including her affair. It was her 
version of the “devil made me do it”, but she seemed to actually think this excuse had merit. She 
bought me the Costco-sized pad supply. I hated wearing dirtied pads for too long, so I went 
through the box quickly, which left me quite desperate by the time I reached my fourth cycle.  
 On the ride home after my dad had picked me up from school, we stopped at CVS.  
 “What’s your poison?” he asked me.  
I had Claudia’s yellow hoodie bundled and clutched to my chest. “What do you mean?”  
“Your brand? We gotta get you stocked.”  
I told him I didn’t really have a preference, so he went into CVS with determination, 
leaving me in the car to listen to Brittany Spears alone. He returned with a mountainous bag of 
pads and tampons. He threw them in the car and smiled at me. “This ain’t my first rodeo with 
this period stuff, okay? Your dad has seen a pad before. I’ll survive.”  
He kissed me on the forehead and drove me home.  
 
It took everything I had to go up to Claudia the next day at school. I still had her hoodie. I had 
put it in a trash bag and tied the top in a bow. I carried it with me all day and to recess. Jenny was 
sick that day of all days, so I didn’t really have anyone to talk to while I harnessed some courage. 
Jenny was always getting sick with something, although most of the time I just thought she was a 




 “That girl always thinks she’s got something, and that no good mother won’t do anything 
to stop her,” my mom said to me the other day at my mandatory dinner when I told her that 
Jenny was diagnosed with walking pneumonia.   
 I stood by myself next to the fence. There were a couple of girls that I used to play with 
last year that I could approach, but that was almost as scary as going up to Claudia. At least, as 
far as I could tell, Claudia had spared me the embarrassment by not telling anyone. No one had 
made a joke, and no teacher had mentioned it to me.  
 Claudia and her friends stood behind the soccer goal. Most of the time, kids came back to 
class smelling like grass, but not Claudia. She dabbed sparkling body spray on her wrists and 
fanned herself with her hand. I untied the bag and pulled out her hoodie, hoping it would make 
the process much shorter.  
 Her friend group got quiet when I walked up. I tried to fold the hoodie through the plastic 
bag so that it would look nicer, but my attempts were clumsy. I was so nervous that I was 
sweating, which had made the pad even more uncomfortable and itchy. I just wanted to leave, 
but their eyes were all on me.  
 I asked, “Hey, Claudia, can I talk to you for a minute?”  
 One of the boys mimicked what I said in a high-pitched voice, and the whole group 
busted out laughing. I bent my head down and braced myself.  
 “Callate,” she said to him. The group got quiet. “She’s doing me a favor. You don’t have 
to be like that.” She motioned for me to start walking away, so I did. I could hear the chorus of 
voices behind me, but at least I knew they were talking about me now instead of having to 




 “Thanks for saying something back there,” I said, when we got out earshot. “And, you 
know, thanks for helping me yesterday. I just, like, wanted to say thank you. I was real 
embarrassed and all.”  
 “You don’t have to say thanks. It got me out of history for a while. Mr. Tyler keeps 
asking me to do my presentation on Mexican history, but I’m Cubana. So, you basically did me a 
favor.”  
 I could feel myself turning red. She had a piece of gum in her mouth, and her long black 
hair was starting to stick to the sweaty parts of her face. I had been thinking about her finding me 
in the bathroom. She had seemed so much older than me, though we were the same age. There 
were real bra straps peeking out from her tank top.  
 “Um, I also wanted to give you back this.” I handed her the hoodie, and she took it, 
hanging it over her shoulders like the cool women in movies do, with their hands still free of the 
sleeves.  
 “Where’s your friend? The blond girl?” she asked.  
 “Jenny?” I asked.  
 She nodded. “Yeah, that one.”  
 “She’s sick,” I said.  
 Claudia popped her gum and took a seat on a stray bench a couple of feet away. “So, who 
are you going to hang out with at recess?”  
 I shrugged, “I might go find some people and play four square.” I sat down next to her, 
trying my best to be casual.  




 “I don’t know.” I looked around. She stretched her legs out. She leaned back like she was 
taking a survey of the recess grounds. She didn’t say anything, but she didn’t look like she was 
planning on leaving either. The silence was mounting despite the screams of the boys playing 
soccer. “So, you’re from Cuba?”  
 “My parents are. They came here with my brother before I was born. I’ve never seen 
Cuba.” She sighed and reached into her purse. “You want some gum?”  
 I nodded. She handed me a piece, and I did my best not to smack. I tried to imitate the 
way she chewed it, like she was drawing an S with her lips.  
 “They’re not really that mean,” she said, still staring in the distance. Her eyes loosely 
followed the direction of the game.  
 “Who?”  
 “My friends. They just want to act tough, you know? You kind of have to in a town like 
this, at least that’s what my brother tells me.”  
 I nodded like I knew what she meant.  
 “I’m sorry Eddy made fun of you,” she said.  
 
I don’t know how we became friends really. It’s one of those memories you have in childhood 
that remains kind of hazy, like watching a VCR fast-forwarding only to stop at certain clear 
moments. I know that Claudia always smelled like candy. She would massage Jolly Ranchers or 
gum between the roof of her mouth with her tongue. The insides of her lips would turn the color 
of whatever flavor she had chosen that day.  
 I remember that we talked all recess period on that field. She told me about how her mom 




but I didn’t really miss her at all. We talked about our favorite NSYNC members, and she told 
me about all the posters and special edition CDs she had in her room.  
 “If you ever want to see them, you should just come over,” she said. I tried not to smile 
too much as I wrote my number down on her forearm.  
 That night, my dad picked up the phone. “Hey, Iris,” he called, “it’s a call for you.” He 
handed me the receiver with a smile. He was always worried that my only friend was Jenny, and 
he, like my mother, was at best apathetic towards her.  
 Claudia wanted to go to the movies, so my dad drove me over to the cinema the next 
night. We watched some movie that had guns and girls with low cut tops. It was probably trash, 
but all I remember is laughing the whole time.  
 I hated when Jenny came back from being sick. Claudia didn’t eat lunch with us, but she 
did spend half of her recess with her group of friends and the other half with us. Jenny liked to 
make beaded bracelets on the grass, so I’d pretend to be intently stranding our newest friendship 
jewelry while I watched Claudia talk animatedly to her friends. They made her laugh, but she 
didn’t hang out with them after school.  
 “My brother Duardo doesn’t like them,” she explained one day. “They aren’t careful 
around the house, and he’s really particular about where his stuff is.”  
 I was amazed when she insisted that I should come over, but still after class one day, I 
slipped onto Claudia’s bus instead of mine, making sure that Jenny didn’t see me. We went to 
her family’s house, which doubled as her brother’s shop. They lived about three miles from the 
coast, right along the Shallotte River, where the houses got smaller and more dilapidated but the 
porches got more decorative. People hung rainbow-colored spirals from the roofs and lined their 




 I could tell why her brother was so particular the minute I walked into the house. Duardo 
was in his mid-twenties and a carpintero y escultor according to his sign out front. His collection 
was ornate, but his presentation was chaotic. He placed his delicately designed boxes and 
figurines on the floor, the windowsill, the kitchen counter. The whole house was littered with 
them. Vases and cups sat on the arms of his couch.  
 There was something magical about that house. The lights were always a little dim except 
for one—his working lamp that aimed brightly at his right hand while he sculpted. We would 
come in after school and drink Yoohoos and watch Duardo while he whittled intricate patterns 
onto jewelry boxes or laminated a bowl he made or painted a doll. He had a strand of hair that 
fell into his eyes, and his mouth hung slightly open while he focused. Their parents both worked 
jobs that kept them out past dinnertime, so they took care of each other for the most part.  
 “I keep the place stocked with the Yoohoos, anyway,” Duardo teased once.  
 I began to come to her place more and more often after school. Claudia and I would go 
into her room and put on NSYNC CDs in her boom box. We would try to come up with dances 
that looked like the ones they played on MTV. We would tape over the Top 25 music video 
special every afternoon and watch our favorites over and over again. Then, we would try to 
replicate the dances. We weren’t very good at it, but when we felt like we had the moves down 
enough, we would go into the living room, where Duardo was working, and perform the latest 
song we had rehearsed.  
 Duardo smiled and teased us every time, but I think we looked forward to the different 
ways he’d make fun of us. “You look like noodles,” he’d say, or “This is why I keep telling you 
you’ll never get a boyfriend, Claudia.” Sometimes, he would let me and Claudia pull up a chair 




design he’d drawn before he began to whittle. He worked so quickly and assuredly, I thought I 
could watch his hands all day. Claudia, instead, would taunt him. “Better not mess up!” she’d 
squeal as he put the blade to the wood.  
 Despite their constant teasing, Claudia and Duardo seemed to have a language all unto 
their own. She would grab him water when his cup had run out or she’d find a tool she knew he 
was searching for without him saying a word. By the time my dad would come to pick me up, 
Claudia or Duardo would be fixing a meal neither of them had discussed. She’d have put on 
music I didn’t recognize and speak to him in Spanish I couldn’t understand. 
 
Claudia and I had been friends for about two weeks before I had to go to my mother’s dinner. 
She cancelled the week before because Pastor Mike was sick and she needed to stay home with 
him. Normally, my dad would drive me to the Olive Garden between Shallotte and Wilmington 
right off 17. My mom would always come 20 minutes late, and my dad would go to a coffee 
shop across the street to grade papers until we were done. Usually, it took about an hour—no 
more, no less.  
  I had been complaining the whole ride with my dad, begging him to turn around and call 
her to cancel. “She probably hasn’t even left her house yet,” I said. We were about fifteen 
minutes away.  
 “Iris, your mom really looks forward to these visits, and I’m not going to deal with her 
taking this out on me, saying that I’m keeping you from her, okay?”  
 “She is the one who moved in with Pastor Mike, not us.”  
 His eyes had gotten red and saggy, like he had been in a fight. “What’s going on, Iris? 




 “I just don’t want to go anymore.” We passed a body shop that looked abandoned, but 
there were several cars parked out front that were equally dilapidated. “Duardo’s selling his 
carpentry at that market tomorrow afternoon, and he said that if me and Claudia help out, he’ll 
get us whatever we want from the vendors.”  
 My dad scoffed. “Now that would never pass by your mother.”  
 “I know, but can I go?”  
 He laughed, rubbing his eyes with the side of his hand. “Yeah, Iris. You know you can 
go.”  
 My dad left me to sit on the bench outside the restaurant until my mother arrived, twenty 
minutes late as usual. Mom had dyed her hair this greenish-blond color. Her lipstick was bright 
pink, and she wore heels that had no place in an Olive Garden. She was driving a new Ford that, 
even then, I didn’t know how she afforded. She bounced when she came up to me and gave me a 
big hug. She smelled like toffee candies and cigarettes.  
 She pulled me back from the hug and straightened my hair. “Your dad still not letting you 
wear that makeup I bought for you, huh?”  
 “I don’t wanna wear it, Mom.”  
 “Hush. You might not want to wear, but that’s what all the boys will wanna see. Got any 
boys that I should know about?” She wrapped her arm too tightly around my shoulders. “Oh, 
we’ll talk about it inside. Let’s go get some pasta. I’m starving.” 
 We were seated in the same booth we were the first time we met here. I remembered 
because it was right next to the water station, and my mother, with her nerves, had started talking 




 “I heard about your little episode at the school,” she said. “I’m so sorry I wasn’t there to 
get you more pads. You can just tell me if you run out.”  
 “Dad got me more pads,” I told her. A baby was screaming at the table beside me, and 
her mother was holding her over her shoulder, burping her back. The infant and I made eye 
contact. I looked at my mother. She was picking at a breadstick. Her hands were shining with the 
garlic butter. “Dad’s been super helpful, and Claudia has been telling me about what brands I 
need to get.”  
 “Who’s Clah-dee-ah?” she said, drawing out each syllable. Her hands couldn’t stay still. 
She kept flipping open her phone and closing it right back.  
 “Clow-dia, Mom,” I corrected.  
 “That’s not how you pronounce that name, Iris. The girl is just trying to make herself 
sound special. Mike can’t stand baptizing all these kids with these weird names.”  
 “She’s from Cuba, Mom. That’s how you’re supposed to pronounce it.”  
 “What about Jenny?” she asked. “What’s Jenny been up to? How sick is she this week?”  
 I grabbed my fork and picked at my salad. “I hang out a lot with Claudia now. Jenny 
didn’t really help much that day at school.”  
 She sighed and put her phone into her purse. She pushed her hands forward. “Iris, now, 
I’m not saying this out of anything bad in my heart, but don’t take any advice from Hispanics 
about that kind of stuff, okay? Just not the same standards as us people, you know? You just call 
your mom if you have any questions.”  
 “You don’t know her, Mom.”  
 She muttered, as if to herself, “I leave you for a few months with your dad, and this is 




 “You’ve never met her, Mom. Never.”  
 “You should just listen to your mother on these things.”  
 I could feel something in my chest pulling in two directions. My face was hot. “Why 
would I listen to you?”  
  She placed her breadstick down quietly. Everything smelled like metal, and my heart was 
pounding so hard I could no longer hear the baby beside me. “Why would you listen to me?” she 
said. She tried to sound angry, but her voice quivered. “I’m your goddamn mother, Iris.”  
 “Does Pastor Mike let you cuss like that?”  
 “Don’t talk about Pastor Mike.” My mother was sweating, and her eyeliner was starting 
to bleed. I thought she looked ugly. When I was little, my dad and she would come to pick me up 
from daycare. I would always run into his arms, and he would pass me off to her, like it was his 
obligation. Her sweaters were always scratchy, and her face smelled like wax with all the 
foundation and lipstick.  
 I cleared my throat. “Then, don’t talk about Claudia like that.”  
 She dabbed under her eyes with a handkerchief. “Iris, I am trying here. I’m trying to 
make this work. I’m trying to be here for you.”  
 “That’s a load of shit.”  
 “What did you say to me?” 
 “I said shit. You’re full of it.” Saying “shit” felt just so much clearer and so much sharper 
than it did that day in the bathroom.  
 My mother made no sound but folded her hands on the table as though pensive. If I recall 
much about that day, I think that maybe I didn’t know the full story. Maybe she was trying. 




status of divorcee and adulteress. She was branded in her own hometown, so much so that she 
was afraid to step foot in it even to see her own daughter. I think even then I recognized she was 
horribly alone.  
 “You call your father and tell him to pick you up. We haven’t ordered so don’t let them 
make you pay for anything.” She gathered her things and left. I could hear her heels click the 
whole time.  
 I waited till I saw her car drive away outside the window I faced. When she was gone, I 
sat on the bench outside until my father drove up curbside and I got in the car. He handed me a 
tissue and said, “My sanity doesn’t have to be that intact”, and I wondered if I would ever choose 
to see her again.  
 
As my dad promised, I was able to go to the market the next day. In the summers, the market 
area was a parking lot for the two-slide waterpark called Happy Mountain across the street. On 
days when tourist mothers were tired of building sandcastles, they would take their kids there. 
For ten dollars a head, they could wear their kids out for an afternoon climbing up and sliding 
down those same two slides over and over again. At least once a summer, they would find poop 
in the base of the pool. The whole park would have to shut down for a few weeks. The blue of 
the slides had begun to wear off to show the rusting metal beneath, and the umbrella over the 
lifeguard stand was broken from a storm that had happened a week before the park closed for the 
season.  
 The fall, however, was a time for the locals to re-emerge from the haze of the summer 




counter and the ice cream workers built right-side-only biceps. The fall was when the flea market 
began, every Thursday till Memorial Day from three to seven.  
 I had passed it often with my mother when she would drag me to her hair appointments. 
Jenny’s mom would brag to my mother about all the great little finds she got from the stands. 
Mom would smile and ooh-ahh, but when we would pass the flea market, she would say 
something about how only white trash, black people, and Mexicans go to dirty things like that. I 
would press my nose to the window and look at the different stands outside—cookies and 
lemonade, handmade dresses, preserves and jams, jewelry.  
 Ignorancia. I asked Claudia to tell me the word in Spanish when she used it for my 
mother after I told her about our dinner. “It’s got to sound the same in both languages,” she told 
me. “Duardo says the word should be recognizable no matter who is saying it.”  
 I liked the word. It sounded like a threat. I imagined saying it to my mother.  
 I watched the cars pass by from the market. My feet were sinking into the grass from the 
mid-afternoon rain, and I swatted at bugs on my neck. Claudia had put makeup on for the 
occasion. Duardo called her the director of sales, and she took that title seriously. We laid the 
card tables out according to Claudia’s direction and covered them with white tablecloths, while 
Claudia organized all the items by category and price point.  
 She wouldn’t let me and Duardo help her after a certain stage. “I know how I want it to 
look,” she told us. So Duardo and I stood back and watched her work.  
 “Do you come out here every week?” I asked Duardo. 
 He shook his head “no”. “Most of the time, I sell to places in Calabash. You know, those 
year-round Christmas shops? I like this a lot better though. You get to see the people pick them 




 I never thought he looked much like Claudia till that moment. They both had this scrunch 
between their eyes when they were thinking really hard and a habit of crossing their arms when 
they talked about something personal to them. Claudia had that same face on then as she 
meticulously shifted all of the figurines to the left to make room for the box section.  
 There were tents, just like theirs, with farmers selling preserves and produce. A couple of 
wrinkled women in long floral dresses sold homegrown tea leaves. A group of balding men in 
camo sold leather belts and gun holsters. I thought our tent was the most beautiful though. 
Duardo’s work was so carefully hand-crafted.  
 When a customer came up to him, he would ask them what kinds of things they thought 
they wanted and if they were buying it as a gift or for themselves. He’d ask the customer semi-
personal questions, get to know a little about them, and then he would uncross his arms and 
present a box or a doll or some other trinket. Nearly every time, he would make the sale.  
 “What made your brother want to be a carpenter?” I asked Claudia while Duardo spoke 
to a couple.  
 “My dad was a carpenter before they came here. He taught Duardo when I was growing 
up, and Duardo was good. I wasn’t. He kept it up though.”  
 “So, what do you want to do?”  
 She had her back to me. She shrugged, leaning over and making sure the boxes were in a 
straight line. “You sound like my parents. I don’t know, Iris. What about you? What do you want 
to do?”  
 I shook my head. “No clue. My mom asks me all the time, but what she thinks doesn’t 




 “I don’t think that’s totally true.” She turned towards me and smirked. “Geez, cheer up. 
We have stuff we’ve gotta sell.”  
 I was no saleswoman, but Claudia took after her brother. I listened as she slipped in and 
out of English and Spanish depending on the customer. Everyone was enchanted by her. I hung 
out behind her and collected the cash. I swayed to the rhythm of her words, and by the time the 
customers started to dwindle, night had slipped over the sky.  
 She and Duardo were exhausted, but he still remembered that we could pick anything 
from the vendors. She chose a bracelet from the woman diagonal to us, and I picked a scarf from 
the clothes makers. We put them on. Duardo told us we could walk down to the ice cream shop 
and spend our tip money while he finished cleaning up.  
 We started on our way to the store. A group of boys in a car honked and whistled at us. I 
folded my hands underneath my flat chest and glanced up at Claudia who was giggling and 
turning her head away. I thought she could have passed for seventeen. She seemed unfazed by 
the attention.  
 “Does that happen to you a lot?” I asked.  
 “Not really,” she said. “I mean at school, I guess. You know Tim Draper? We went on a 
date one time. He kissed me.”  
 “Did you guys not go out again?”  
 “We just snuck off to the park after school and took a walk. He started dating Marissa 
Johnson after that.”  
 “That seems awful,” I said, but she remained smiling.  




 I ran a finger along the base of my lips. We had made it to the ice cream store. I got a 
cone of cookies and cream; her a cone of strawberry. We took them down beside the waterway 
where there was a bench alongside the dunes. A pelican was letting the water carry him down the 
current. The houses across the way on the island looked close, but it would be a twenty minute 
drive to get to them by car.  
 “When you said about time, did you mean that, Claudia? Like, I haven’t gotten my first 
kiss. I don’t think many boys are interested in me.” I licked my cone.  
 She laughed at me with a snort. “You’re fine. Plenty of people haven’t gotten their first 
kiss yet. It’ll happen when it happens.”  
 “I don’t think it will ever happen.”  
 “That’s just stupid, Iris. You’re cute. Some guy is gonna see that.” She slumped on the 
bench, leaning her head back against the top, just like me, so we were eye level. I felt a 
momentum in my stomach, the kind of feeling you only really remember when you jump off a 
diving board or kiss someone you think you shouldn’t.  
 And that’s what I did. She had to finish swallowing her ice cream when my lips met hers, 
but she kissed me back. Her lips were sticky. I couldn’t feel my fingers, but I know they grazed 
hers. The lights from a boat hit the sides of our face, and we pulled back. My ice cream had 
dripped onto the sides of my wrist.  
 We walked back and didn’t say a word. We threw away our half-eaten ice cream in the 
trashcan along the way. Duardo drove me home. When I came into my house, my father was 
asleep on the couch. He woke up though when I sat next to him, and we watched reruns of Fresh 





Claudia was back with her friends during recess the next day. I had shuffled in my desk the 
whole time before, waiting for the minute that I could go outside and see her.  
 She was standing with a group of her friends when I got to the field. Jenny was chattering 
beside me about some boy that had moved into her neighborhood that she thought was cute. I 
said hmm and oh really enough that she assumed I was listening, but I was watching and waiting 
for Claudia to come over at the second half of recess, like she normally did.  
 But she didn’t come over. I spent my recess yanking grass from the ground, only barely 
listening to Jenny ramble about the boy and his dog whom they never put on a leash. Jenny was 
worried she was actually allergic to dogs. She had been sniffling a lot recently.  
 Eventually the teachers told us to come in. I paced mine and Jenny’s walk back so that I 
would line up with Claudia and her friends. When I got up next to her, she brushed past me. Her 
hand was bunched in a fist, but she was laughing her big head-back kind of laugh.  
 I waited for her after school next to her bus. Mine was pulling out of the lot, and even 
though I knew Dad had to stay late at work that day, I didn’t try to catch it. Maybe if I was 
stranded, she would take me to her brother’s. We could drink Yoohoos and dance to NSYNC. I 
wouldn’t say anything about the kiss. I’d never say anything about it again.  
 She was putting her purple body spray on her wrists, looking down at her feet until the 
last moment when she could no long pretend she didn’t see me. “Please don’t, Iris.”  
 I could hardly find my voice. “I just wanted to say that I’m sorry. I’m sorry about last 
night with the ice cream. I don’t know—”  
 “Callate,” she whispered, but the word was sharp. The c and the t cut through the space 





 I stammered, “I just don’t want us to not be friends, because I don’t know what happened 
and I’m really sorry. I just—”  
 “What did I say, Iris?”  
 “Callate?” I butchered the pronunciation. I pressed myself into the side of the bus.  
 “Callate,” she answered. “Go home, Iris.” She wouldn’t speak a word to me again.  
 My bus had been long gone, so I held my tears back and decided to walk to the high 
school which was about three blocks away. My dad wouldn’t be done with his work yet, but I 
felt like I had to see him. I walked into his classroom. As soon as he turned around to look at me, 
I began to cry. He buried me in his chest, and I bundled my arms into the center of the hug, 
soiling his soft shirt.  
 Dad bought us a bag of Lay’s potato chips and a tub of vanilla icing at the grocery store 
on our way home. “Chips and dip,” he called it. “My specialty.”  
 We watched the fifth episode of Star Wars. When I let a few tears fall at the end, despite 
having seen the movie a hundred times, he didn’t ask me any questions. I didn’t want to give him 
any answers. I tried to push away the memory of me and Claudia sitting behind the marsh reeds. 
My dad went to bed, and I fell asleep on the couch watching television.  
  
After middle school ended, I didn’t see her anymore. My father and I moved to Myrtle Beach for 
his new teaching job. I only came back once on my way through to Wilmington, to visit my 
mother for the first time in a long time. It was a Thursday, and I was a senior in high school. I 
wanted to extend an olive branch and invite my mother to my graduation.  
 I knew the flea market would be open, so I took Old 17 till I got to the now-abandoned 




 She somehow looked even taller, I realized, as I pulled my car into the lot. She was 
speaking to a client and wore her long hair up in a bun. I remembered that whole year in middle 
school, sitting with Jenny at recess and dreading the day Claudia would answer the question of 
why we no longer hung out anymore.  
 I think I grew to fear her. I could feel the dread of the secret she held placed in me all 
those months of middle school.  
 She was so tender now, the way she held that box and touched the shoulder of the elderly 
customer who was struggling to walk in the damp soil. I hadn’t thought about her in so long, but 
as I watched her, I felt like I was watching a friend that I still knew. A friend that would give me 
a hug if I walked out, and maybe, someone that I would get to tell a simple “thank you.”  
But my father was expecting me back before midnight, and I still had to speak to my mother.   
So, I started my car again and headed north. 
 
 
 
